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INTRODUCTION
The growing interest in Vedanta, even
among people outside the pale of Indian
thought is, in a very large measure, due to
While it
its freedom from all narrowness.
does not discard faith, whatever religion or
philosophy may inculcate it, it rests ultimately on the light of Reason (Buddhi), a fact
which naturally appeals to all rationally inclined minds, in every part of the world.

This

the secret of its strength as well as
Further, its special value lies
in the fact that it seeks the fruit of the
knowledge of Truth in this life, not in any
world to come after death. It is the effect of
Vedantic knowledge on man’s life here
below, that is of the highest consequence to
The teachings therefore lay
the Vedantist.
great emphasis on moral discipline as a
sine qua non of even understanding Vedantic
is

its attraction.

truths.

Veddntasdra is one of the best known
.epitomes (Prakarana Granthas) of the philosophy of the Upanishads, as taught d)y
Sankaracharya, whose followers are said
to number the largest in India.
Of this
treatise there have been published many
good editions and careful translations into
English, ^besides other languages. Ballan-

11

tyne’s and Jacob’s English renderings are
The latest is that of
not now much in use.
Prof. Hiriyanna of Mysore, a scholarly
work. The object of the present undertaking is not to supersede such works, but
only to place before the public some of the
special features of the excellent commentaries on it, which are not at present accessible to those that do not know Sanskrit.
The great popularity of this treatise is
indicated not only by the translations, but
also by the number of commentaries written
on it. Of these, Stibodhini, Bdlabodhini and
Vidwanmanoranjani are well-known.
All
these three have been published with the text
rendered into Bengali by Mr. Rajendranath
Ghosh, to whose valuable introduction we
owe much of the information given here
regarding the author.
The translation as
given here was made some years ago and
part of it appeared in the Prabuddha Bharata
of 1927.
Subodhini was written by Nrisimh?
Saraswati of Benares ; Bdlabodhini by Apo
Deva, the well-known authority on Purva

Mimdmsa;

R^ma

and

Vidivanmanoranjani

by

Tirtha, the Guru of Madhusudana
Saraswati and the disciple of Krishna Tirtha
who wrote a commentary on Sankshepa
Sdriraka.
Sri Sadananda Yogindra Saraswati, or,
as he is familiarly known, Sadananda, the

Ill

author, belongs to one of the ten distinguished orders of Sannydsins (monks) of
Sankara’s school,; The ‘Saraswati’ order
has the reputation of having produced some
of the most eminent Vedantic scholars like
Madhusudana Saraswati, author of Adwaitasiddhi, and Brahmananda Saraswati, author
Sadananda’s Guru
of Brahmanandiyam.
was Advayananda Saraswati and his disciple

Krishnananda Saraswati,
whose disciple
Nrisimlia Saraswati was the author of the
commentary, Suhodhini, which is said to
have been written in the Saka year 1510, or
.

1588 A.D.
lived

prior

Sadananda must have therefore
to

this

date.

And

the

latest

author whom he refers to in his Veddntasdra being Vidyaranya, who died in 1386
A.D., Sadananda must have lived somewhere
about the middle of the 15th century.
V eddntasdra or the essence of Vedanta,
is
but an introduction to standard works
such as those of Gaudapada, Sankara, Padmapada,
Hastamalaka,
Sureswaracharya,
Sarvajnatmamuni, Vachaspati Misra, Sri
Harsha, Chitsukhacharya and Vidyaranya,
to all of which the author has made refer•
ences in his book.
Veddnta is presented in the Upanishads
and by such authors as are mentioned above
in various ways, so as to suit different levels
of
understanding and different temperamental attitudes among seekers of Truth.

IV

This treatise adopts the orthodox method
which has always appealed to the largest
number. After explaining the kind of moral
and mental discipline needed for the pursuit
of the highest Truth, the work starts with
the Sruti (Vedic) statement that the individual soul and Brahman are identical, as
taught by the formula, ‘Thou art That.’
Our not being aware of this Truth is due to
an innate ‘Nescience’ or ignorance, the
nature of which is also explained.
In the exposition of the doctrine of
Avidyd (ignorance) its universal and individual aspects are dealt with. The world being
an enquiry into the origin and
its efEect,
nature of the world is made, wherein the
question of the distinction between body and
soul is dealt with at some length.
Here the
theories of other schools, such as Materialism, Atomism, Realism and Idealism as of
the Buddhists, are criticised. The next point
considered is the method of interpretation of
the Vedic propositions such as ‘Thou art

That’ and

‘I

am Brahman’, which

is

indis-

pensable for a correct understanding of the
But the
Sruti or scriptural revelations.
most important feature of Vedanta consists
in putting the knowledge of the Truth to
the test in one’s own life. For this purpose
Yogic practices are inculcated. Then comes
a description of Jivanmukti, that is, the life
of the enlightened man on earth which is

V
characterised by absolute selflessness and the
highest morality.
Apart from the explanations given in
the notes, of whatever may be found to be
difficult of comprehension by the beginner, a
few words may be said here with regard to
‘MAyd" or 'Avidyd/ Avidya or ignorance is
generally mistaken for want or negation of
knowledge and a passive attitude. But as it
had been pointed out in this work, ignorance
or ‘Nescience’ is a combination of a negative
and a positive, a passive and an active,
feature.
The negative is that which hides
the reality from us, and the positive is that
which presents the manifold world. Mdyd
in the latter case is called Sakti (power).
Mdyd and Avidyd are generally used

synonymously,

though

Mdyd

is

sometimes

said to be the ignoraime of Iswara, the
creator of this world, and Avidyd to be the
ignorance of Jwa ot the individual soul
Avidyd is also said to be a comprehensive
term including Mdyd in it. The latter is
associated with its effect, the world of name
and form. From this standpoint of ‘cause
and effect’ Mdyd is an undoubted fact of experience, which makes us endlessly pursue
the cause of phenomena, which cause we
.

attain.
This is the most evident
But the thirst for a ‘cause’
aspect of Mdyd.
ceases when we attain the Truth or highest

never

knowledge.*

The one

aim

of

Vedanta,

VI

the eradication of Mdyd or
Avidyd (ignorance).
Another important point which should be
home in mind is that so long as the knowledge of Brahman is sought with the help of
Sruti (Revelation) and Yoga, a Guru or an
enlightened
teacher
an indispensable
is
necessity.
For, in the absence of confirmation by a knower of the Truth, we can never
know whether our interpretation of the
words of Sruti is correct, or whether the experiences we gain by Yogic practices have
Hence we
led us aright to the final goal.
find that all those who approach the study
of Vedanta in the orthodox way invariably
invoke the help and the blessings of the
therefore,

is

Guru.
This translation aims

at being as literal
as possible, even at the sacrifice at times of
The absence of exact equiliterary grace.
valents in English has unavoidably resulted
in some imperfection.
But the book is published with the hope that whenever doubts
in respect of the translation arise the notes
will help to remove them, and that the original itself will also be of use to the reader

in his attempt to get a general grasp of the
system, the development of which will ever
remain the glory of India and the pursuit
of which will be the best means of bringing
the greatest happiness to mankind.

VEDANTASARA
I take refuge in the Self^, the Indivis-

I.

Existence-Knowledge-Bliss Absobeyond the reach of words and thought,
and the Substratum of alE, for the attainment
the

ible,

lute,

of

my
[1 Self

mdtman.

cherished desire^.

—It
The

means here the Highest Self or the Paraword Atman is also used to denote the

individual self or Jiva which in essence is identical with
Brahman.
2 Substratum of all—Comp,
^
‘‘That from Which have evolved all these beings** etc.

—

(Taitt.

Up.

3.

1.).

—

3 Cherished desire ^The summum bonum, or it may mean
the fulfilment of the particular desire of the author, viz.,
the right expounding of the subject according to the
scriptures.]

Having worshipped the Guru who on
2.
account of his being free from the illusion of
duality justifies^ the meaning of his name
Advayanahda, I undertake the task of ex-

vedantasara
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pounding the essence of the Vedanta according
to

my light.
—

The name of the spiritual guide of the
Advayananda which literally means the embodiment of unity and bliss. The Guru fully justified the name
on account of his highest realisation. The word also signiThus by this couplet the author salutes both
fies Brahman.
Brahman and his Guru.]
[1 Justifies etc,

author

is

5111

^

II

Vedanta^ is the evidence^ of the Upa3.
nishads, as well as the Shariraka Sutras^ and
other books^ that help in the correct expounding of its meaning.
[1

—

Vedanta

the Vedas.

real

cal portion of the

2 Evidence

means the concluding portion of
meaning is the best or the philosophi-

literally

It

The

—^The

Vedas.
Sanskrit word Pramdna

literally

means

the instrument of Pramd or Knowledge. The Vedanta
philosophy acknowledges the following six classes of
{a)Pratyaksha (Direct Perception), (b) Anuwdna
evidence
:

(Inference),

(c)

Upamdna

statement),

(e)

Arthdpatti

(Analogy), (d) Shahda (Scriptural

(Presumption),

(/)

The evidence furnished by the
under the Shabda Pramdna.

(Privation).
falls

Anupalabdhi
Upanishads

SShdriraka 5wfras—Literally the words signify the body
determine the
nature of the ‘embodied Self.*
of aphorisms by BUdarayana which rightly

4

Other books

the Gita etc.]

—The

commentaries on the Upanishads and

vedantasara

ST

% ^qsfl

^^q

T;

||

»

3

||

On

account of its^ being a Prakarana
4.
treatise* of the Vedanta, the Anubandhas^,
preliminary questions of the latter serve its

Therefore they need not be

purpose as well.

discussed separately.

—^The

[1 its

Ved&ntasdra.

—

treatise A book which being connected
with a particular part of a scripture serves a special purpose

2 Prakarana

of

it.

S Anubandhas

gnr

—See

argqs^

next para.]

siro

n
5.

The

preliminary

questions

of

^

11

the

Vedanta are the determination of the com6.
of the student, the subject-matter, its
petency
connection with the book and the necessity for
its study.
[Every Hindu Scripture deals with these four questions
at the very outset.]

wqwr. swrar
who,

n

t

ll

The competent student' is an aspirant
by* studying in accordance with the

vedantasara

4

method* the Vedas and the
Veddngas^ (the books auxiliary to the Vedas),
has obtained a general"* comprehension of the
entire Vedas, who, being absolved from all
prescribed

sins in this or in a previous birth® by the
avoidance of the actions known as Kdmya
(rites performed with a view to attaining a
desired object) and Nishiddha (those forbidden
in the scriptures) and by the performance of
actions called Nitya (daily obligatory rites)
and Naimittika (obligatory on special occasions) as well as by penance and devotion, has
become entirely pure in mind, and who has
adopted the four Sddhanas or means to the
attainment of spiritual knowledge.
[1

Student

of the text.
is

infallible

—It

is

in

2 Prescribed

last word
meant the man who

connected with 'Pramdtd,* the

By Pramdtd
scriptural

method

(aspirant) is
or

—By

worldly conduct.
practising

Brahmacharya and

other austerities of the student life.
3 Veddngas These are six in number
(a) Shikshd (The
science of proper articulation and pronunciation), (b) Kalpah
ceremonies),
(c)
Vydkaranam (Grammar),
(Rituals
or
(d) Niruktam
(Etymological explanation of difficult Vedic
words), (c) Chhandas (The science of prosody), (/) Jyotisham

—

:

(Astronomy)
4 General etc. Otherwise there will be no necessity for
his further study of the scriptures.

—

—

5 Previous birth This is an explanation of the cases of
Vidura and other sages who, though not endowed witli
scriptural knowledge etc., were yet said to have attained
the highest realisation. These sages were born with purity
and other requisites of realisation as a result oft their having
undergone the required discipline in a past life.]

VEDANTASARA
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7,

!3qH?re)Tn^

The

sacrifices

ii

«

ii

such as Jyotishtoma}

which enable their performers to get the
desired fruits such as living in heaven etc.,
are known as Kdmya Karma^.

etc.,

[1

etc.—Comp.

Jyotishtoma

the

scriptural

“With a view

passage,

to go to heaven

perform
8. the Jyotishtoma sacrifice.’*
2 Kdmya Karma Those ceremonies which are performed
with a definite motive or desire.]

—

argnTII

<

II

such as the slaying of a
Brahmin
etc.‘, which bring about undesired
9.
results as going to hell etc.^, are Nishiddha
Actions

Karma
[1

or forbidden acts.

Slaying of a Brahmin etc.—Drinking and other vices

are included.

2 Going to hell etc.
worldly afflictions etc.]

—Additional

punishments

include

Daily rites, such as Sandhyd-vandana^
the non-performance of which causes
harm^ are called Nitya Karma.

etc.,

[1

Sandhfd-vandana etc.—The morning, noon and evening

prayers of the three higher castes.

•

VEDANTASARA

6

Pancha Mahdyajna or the

house-

five daily sacrifices of a

holder are also included.

2

Harm—According

to the Vedantist the non-performance

Sandhyd does not produce a new sin. The performance
of Sandhyd only checks the propensity to new sin. But
according to the Mimdmsakas, the non-performance of
Sandhyd produces new sin. Therefore according to the
Vedantist the performance of Sandhyd is not obligatory on a
man immersed in Samddhi. Sandhyd means the invocation
of

of

God by

the recital etc. of certain Vedic Mantras as well

as the purification of mind.]

ii

10.

Jdteshti^

sacrifices

(which

\o n
are

per-

formed subsequent to the birth of a son) etc.
are called the Naimittika Karma^ or rites to
be observed on special occasions.
[1 Jdteshti

—Comp.

2 Naimittika

Tait.

Samh.

2. 2. 5. 3,

Karma—The performance

of these is obliga-

tory for a householder.]

11

u

II

1 1.
Rites, such as Chdndrdyana'^ etc.,
which are instrumental in the expiation of

sin, are

Prdyashchittas or penances.

—

Regarding the four varieties of these
[1 Chdndrdyana etc
penances see Manu XI. 217-220. The Krichchhrds and other
austerities are also included. Comp. Manu XI. 212-216.]
.

vedantasara

Mental

7

relating to the
as are described in
the Shdndilya Vidyd^ are Updsands or devo12.

activities*

Saguna Brahman ^

—such

tions.

—

Mental activities As distinguished from veal knowlThe UpAsand is distinct from Jndnam or Knowledge
as in the latter case all differencevS between the meditator
and the object of meditation are obliterated.
2 Saguna Brahman— Brahm&n with attributes such as
power of creation etc. The word Saguna is used to make a
and complete
distinction between mental activities
absorption in the Highest Self in which case all ideas of the
[1

edge.

object are entirely effaced.

S Shdndilya Vidyd— This is the famous chapter of the
Chhdndogya Upanishad beginning with
TO
this is verily Brahman etc.’* (3. 14. 1). Dahara Vidyd etc.

^

(Chh. Up.

8.

1)

—

are also included.]

smhRsqrosnsit

•cht

3

SnSPHT
(

“aw

5^” (to
Of

f:

),

II

Un

Nitya and other works*
the purpose of purifying the
mind but® the Updsands chiefly aim at the
concentration of the mind, as in such Sruti
passages “Brahmanas seek to know this Self
^
by the study of the Vedas, by sacrifice’”
13.

mainly
;

these,

serv'e

vedantasara

8

4. 4. 22); as well as in such
passages, “They destroy sins by
practising austerities” (Manu 12. 104).

Up.

(Brih.

Smriti

—

The Naimittika and Prdyashchitta works
Comp. vSmriti,
“Destroying sins by the performance of the Nitya and the
Naimittika works.” Comp. Gita 18. 45,
“Devoted each to his own duty, man
•ft:
[1

Other works

included.

are

—

i

attains the highest perfection.”

(1.

The following passage from the Naishkarmya-Siddhi
52) shows how the performance of the Nitya Karma

leads to the highest Knowledge.

“The performance of the daily obligatory rites leads to
the acquisition of virtue this leads to the destruction of sin,
;

turn results in the purification of the mind. This
purification of the mind leads to the comprehension of the

which

ill

Samsdra or relative existence from this results
Vairdgyam (renunciation), which arouses a desire for liberation; from this desire results a search for its means; from
thence the practice
it comes the renunciation of all actions
of Yoga, which leads to an habitual tendency of the mind to
settle in the Self, and this results in the knowledge of the
meaning of such Sruti passages as ‘Thou art That,* wdiich
true nature of

;

;

destroys
one’s

ignorance,

own

thus leading to the establishment in

Self.”

2 But —The word distinguishes the Updsand from works.
The mind can practise concentration or understand the
subtle meaning of the Shdstras only when it is purified by

the performance of the Nitya and other w'orks.

It

is

the

The concluding portion of the passage
by penance, and by fasting.”]

is

“by

purified
3'

mind

Sacrifice

gifts,

that can realise Drahman.

—

ten
(f:

\M\\)

||

[\

vedantasara
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14.

The secondary

results of the Nitya}
of the Updsands
are the attainment of the Pitriloka^ and the
Satyaloka respectively; as in the Sruti

and the Naimittika Karma and

passages, “By sacrifice the world of the
Fathers, by knowledge (Updsand) the world of
the Devas (is gained)” (Brih. Up. i. 5. 16).

—

The Prdyashchitta rites or penances have
[1 Nitya etc
been excluded as they do not produce any result after death.
But in the cases of the Nitya and the Naimittika works additional results, besides purification of heart, have been
mentioned in the scriptures.
15.
2 Pitriloka ^It belongs to the Bhtivarloka. See para. 104. J
.

—

The means to the attainment of
Knowledge
are
between
discrimination
things permanent and transient
renuncia;

—

;

tion16.
of the enjoyment of the fruits of actions
in this world and hereafter; six treasures,
such as control of the mind etc.
and the
desire for freedom.
;

II

II

Discrimination between things perthis consists of the
discrimination that ‘Brahman alone is the

manent

aijd transient

:

—

VEDANTASARA
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permanent^ Substance and that
other than Tt are transient*.’

all

things

[Discrimination has been pointed out as the first Sddhana
it renunciation is impossible.
Unlimited by time, space, etc.
1 Permanent

as without

2 Transient

—
—^What

n

is

opposed to permanent.]

II

The objects of enjoyment hereafter,
17.
such as immortality* etc., being as transitory*
as the enjoyment of such earthly* objects as
a garland of flowers, sandal paste and sexpleasures, which are transitory, being results
of action
an utter* disregard for all of them is
renunciation of the enjoyment of fruits of
action in this world and hereafter.

—

[1

which

—

The word here means abode in heaven
impermanent as the mundane existence. When

Immortality
is

as

the merit that has earned
to the earth for a

new

—Abode

2 Transitory
is

it

is

exhausted, the soul returns

birth.
in'

is impermanent becau se it
Comp.
|—-“And as here on earth, what-

heaven

the result of sacrifices etc.

ever has been acquired by exertion perishes, so perishes
whatever is acquired for the next world by sacrifices and
other good actions performed on earth** (Chh. Up. 8. 1. 6).

A

thing which has an origin can not be perman ent.

There-

fore dispassion should be practised for all things, even for

vedantasara

11

the highest that man may .attain, the position of Brahmi,
which is also as impermanent as any earthly object.

—What
—This a

3 Earthly

is

4 Utter

is

related to the existing body.

particular tendency of the

mind which

dissuades the aspirant from such enjoyments.

Renunciation has been enumerated as the second Sddhana
it the practice of the third one is not possible.]

as without

ii

ii

Shama etc. comprise Shanta or the
i8.
restraining of the outgoing mental propensities, Duma or the restraining of the external
sense-organs, Uparati or the withdrawing of
the Self, Titikshd or forbearance, Samddhdna
or self-settledness, and Shraddhd or faith.
explanations of these terms
follow. The
these virtues is enjoined here, as without
them the aspirant cannot feel eagerness for Freedom.]
[Detailed

acquisition

of

N

19.

from
[1

all

Shama

is the curbing* of the
objects except hearing* etc.

u

II

mind

etc. —Shama is that particular Vritti or funcmind which keeps it in check from the pursuit

Curbing

tion of the

of worldly pleasures.

2 Hearing etc
their

—

Hearing of the scriptures, thinking of
meaning and meditating on it. See para. 182.]
.

vedantasara
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II

Dama

20.

is

nal organs^ from
[1

External

organs

\9

II

the restraining of the exterall objects except that*.

—These

are

of

two kinds,

of

viz.,

action and of knowledge. The five acting organs are those
of speaking, grasping, going, evacuating and generating.

The

five

perceiving organs are those of hearing, touch, sight,

and smell. Mind is called the inner-organ. Here
the word Dama implies that particular function of the mind
which turns away the external organs from such objects as
taste

are other than hearing etc.
2 That

—Hearing

etc.

See note ante.]

sjqrjnjig-

qfism*!: ir^

ii

Uparati is the cessation^ of these
21.
external organs so restrained, from the pursuit
of objects other than that* ; or it may mean*
the abandonment^ of the prescribed works*
according® to scriptural injunctions.
[1

Cessation

etc.

— Uparati

is

that function of the

mind

which keeps the restrained organs from drifting back to
thf objects of the senses.
2 That Hearing etc. See note 2 on para. 19.
3 Or it may mean As the word Uparati according to the
first definition differs very little from Shama and Dama, the

—

—

make the meaning precise.
Abandonment According to this definition the word
Uparati means Sannydsa or entering into th5 fourth order.
Ivike the practice of Shama etc., the aspirant must accept

alternative definition is given to
4

—

VEDANTASARA
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vow of monasticism as the essential Sddhana for the
renunciation alone
attainment of Knowledge. Comp.
some attained immortality** (Mahan^r. Up. 10. 5), “Purified
through the practice of Sannydsa^' (Mund. Up. 3. 2. 6j,
the

*

“He
18,

supreme perfection by renunciation** (Gita,
So Srutis and Smritis support the view, and that

attains the

49).

reason supports it is quite obvious.
5 Prescribed works Such obligatory works as Sandhyd,
Agnihotra sacrifice, etc.
6 According to etc. This is to warn against the abandonment of works through laziness or other tdmasik propensi-

—
—

ties.]

Titikshd is the endurance^ of heat
22.
and cold and other pairs^ of opposites.
Endurance

—

Being unruffled by pleasure and pain,
and cold which are the inevitable associates
of the body, by meditating on the Pure Self, which is
always free from these dual throngs.
2 Other pairs ^They include respect and contumely, gain
and loss, weal and woe, etc. Comp.
fl

etc.

arising from heat

—

“The bearing

of all afflictions without caring to redress

(at the same time) from anxiety or lament
on their score, is called Titikshd or forbearance** (Vivekachudtoani 24).]

them, being free

ii

ii

Samddhdna is the constant concentra23.
tion of the mind, thus restrained, on hearing

M

vedantasara

etc. of the scriptural passages and
objects* that are conducive to these.

other

—

Other objects Such virtues as modesty, humility, etc.
Or they may mean the service of the Guru,
compiling of the Vedantic books, their preservation, etc.]
[1

are meant.

Rwira:—sF?T

II

II

Shraddhd is the faith* in the words
24.
Vedanta as taught by the Guru.
[1

Faith

—Gita,

of

Mahabharata and other scriptures enjoin

that a spiritual practice without faith does not produce the
requisite

effect.]

II

Mumukshutwam

II

is

the yearning for

[When the aspirant is equipped
mentioned Sddhanas, he cannot but
for liberation. Then alone does he
from the spiritual guide the Absolute

with the three abovehave a strong desire

25.

Freedom.*

«I«R^

)

I

become lit to receive
Knowledge.]

3^—

n”
(

d^i
II

II

vedantasara
Such*

an

15

aspirant is a qualified
said in the Sruti passages,
subdued” (Brih. Up. 4. 4. 23).

26.

student; for
“quiet®,

.

it is

“This is always to be taught
of tranquil mind, who has subjugated his senses, who is free from faults®,
obedient*, endowed with virtues®, always submissive®, and who is eager for liberation”
It is further said,

to one

who

is

(Upadesha-Sahasri* 324. 16. 72).

—

Endowed with qualifications mentioned above,
[1 Such
such as Shama, Dama, etc. One commentator opines that
a monk alone is qualified to receive the highest Knowledge,
as the householder has no leisure for the study of Vedanta
etc., on account of his being preoccupied with various
functions.

ritualistic

2 Quiet etc.

—^The Sruti

is

Shama etc. being considered
The complete passage is,

—
after

cited as a scriptural evidence of

as prerequisites pf Knowledge.

“He,

therefore, that

having become quiet, subdued,

satisfied,

knows

patient

it

and

collected sees self in Self.'* From this passage have been
taken Shama, Dama, Uparati, Titikshd and Samddhdna of
the text. The above quotation of the Brih. Up. is according

the

Kdnwa

The

Mddhyandina

recension
Therefore the
author of the Veddntasdra has combined the two recensions
and enumerated the six qualifications mentioned as Shama,
to

substitutes

Dama,

recension.

in place of

etc.

—Passions etc.
4 Obedient—Or the word

•
•

3 Faults

in the text

may mean one who

relinquishing the Kdmya and the Nishiddha works performs
only the daily obligatory duties and that also for the satisfaction of the Lord.
5 Firtttes—;Such as discrimination, renunciation, forbear-

ance, etc.
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—

6 Submissive Always devoted to the service of the Guru
which is one of the greatest requisites for the attainment
of Knowledge.
7 Upadesha-Sdhasri

—A

II

treatise ascribed to Sankara.]

^<8

II

The subject* is the identity^ of the
27
individual self and Brahman, which is of the
nature of Pure Intelligence® and is to be
realised.
For such* is the purport of the
*

Vedanta

texts.

—

After dealing with the first Anubandha, viz.,
[1 Subject
the qualifications of the aspirant, the text proceeds with
the other tliree Anuhandhas.

—

2 Identity Setc. The identity of Jtva and
essential doctrine of the Advaita Vedanta.
3 Pure Intelligence
attributOvS are

—The

transcended.

state of

Brahman

is

the

homogeneity wherein all'
to be realised, which

The point

also the object of the Vedanta, is the identity of Brahman
{Saguna) and Jtva by the elimination of their respective attri^butes, such as omniscience, or limited knowledge etc.,
“superimposed by ignorance. The result will be a state of
is

Pure Intelligence wherein all ideas of separation and variety
The word “Pure Inteiiigence** is mentioned in

arc effaced.

the text in order to refute the contention that the Jtva
Brahman which are essentially different in nature
yet remain in a .state of unity like milk and water.
4

Such

etc.

—^Kapila,

Kandda and other philosophers

clude that the object of Vedanta

and

may
con-

to prove the existence of
considered in its entirety it
is

Pradhdna etc. But when
becomes clear that the object of Vedanta is to establish
Brahman. Comp.
—“That goal which all
the Vedas declare,** (Katha. Up. 1. 2. 15).]

vedantasara
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g ^hawNwK^iwr:
The

H

II

connection^

17

is

the relation be-

tween that identity® which is to be realised and
the evidence of the Upanishads that establishes
it, as between a thing to be known and that
which tells of it.
[1

—Is the third Anubandha.
—The unity of the Jtva and

Connection

the Brahman.
Pure Intelligence can never be
directly proved or explained, it can be done by an indirect
method as the subsequent text shows.]
2 Identity

Though the existence

of

(sit:

“5^1^
II

5^^

*

3

:

«i^ii^)

(g^.^:^R|%)

II

The necessity* is the dispelling of
29.
ignorance relating to that identity which is to
be realised, as well as the attainment® of bliss
resulting from the realisation of one’s own
Self.
As in such Sriiti • passages, “The
knower of Self overcomes grief®’’ (Chh*.
Up.

7.

I.

3),

“He who knows Brahmau

becomes Brahman’’ (Mund. Up.
[1

Necessity

—This the fourth Anubandha,
—^The text lays stress on the realisation,

2 Attainment etc
as that is the only

2

3. 2. 9).

is

.

way

to attain bliss

and end sorrow.
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—^Which

3 Grief

is

produced

by contact

with

worldly

objects.

be objected that the identity of fiva an d Brahman
fact; therefore it cannot be acquired afresh
as a result of human endeavour. But though such identity
is always prese nt, it remains unrealised in the state o f

may

It

is

an established

As a man forgetting

about his jewe l which
sorrow think i|ig^ it is
lost, but finds it when somebody points it out, so is the
condition of the Jiva in ignorance.]
ijgQorance.

he has on his neck

all

suffe rs grief a nd

Such* a qualified pupil scorched with
an endless round of birth, death,
^just as one with one’s
etc.*, should repair*,
head on fire rushes to a lake, with presents'*
in hand, to a spiritual guide, learned® in the
Vedas and ever living in Brahman, and serve
him
as the following and other Srutis® say
“Let him in order to understand this repair
with fuel* in his hand to a spiritual guide who
is learned in the Vedas® and lives* entirely in
30.

the

fire of

—

;

—

—

:

Brahman” (Mund. Up.
Such etc
Knowledge.
[1

2 Etc

.

,

—Endowed

i.

2.

12).

with the fourfold prerequisites of

—Diseases and other worldly torments are included.
repair—Instruction from a proper teacher

3 Should

is

Knowledge of
commentary on the Mund. Up.

absolutely

necessary

Sankara

his

in

for

the

Brahman.
(1.

2.

12)
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says,

»r

‘‘0“e

though versed in the scriptures, should not search independently after the Knowledge of Brahman.**
4 Presents The disciple should always go to his teacher
with suitable presents in hand.
5 Learned etc. This includes the other two qualifications

—

—

of a spiritual teacher,
sinlessness.

who

is

viz.,

desirelessness

Comp.

2?^

learned in the Vedas, without sin and not over-

come by

(Brih.

desire**

6 Other Srutis

Up.

4.

3.

33).

—Comp.

^

man who

has accepted a teacher obtains the true Knowledge** (Chh.
Up. 6. 14. 2).
7 With fuel etc. This denotes the spirit of humility and
service with which a disciple should approach his teacher.
Vedas Sankara explains the word
8 Learned in the
in his commentary on Mund. Up. thus— “Versed in
the reading of the Vedas and the knowledge of its import.**
The first condition is not absolutely binding. •

—

—

9 Lives

etc.

—“Like

—Sankara

explains

the

word Brahmanishta

Japanishtha and Taponishtha, this word means
one who is centred in the Brahman devoid of attributes and
without a second, after renouncing all Karma.]
thus

siNrra

5it

Such a teacher through his infinite
31.
grace^ instructs the pupil by the method of
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refutation* (Apavdda) of the erroneous imputation (Adhydropa )
as in such Sruti passages :
“To that pupil who has approached him with
due courtesy, whose mind has become perfectly calm, and who has control over his senses,
the wise teacher should truly impart that
Knowledge of Brahman through which he
,

—

knows th^ Being, imperishable and real”
(Mund. Up. I. 2. 13).

—It

one of the most important factors in the
Knowledge.
2 Refutation etc. Adhydropa means erroneously attributing the properties of one thing to another, such as considering Brahman which is not really the material world to be
[1

Grace

is

disciple’s attainment of

—

the material world.

Apavdda

is

the refutation of this false

imputation.]

chi:—

11

it

Adhydropa^ is the superimposition of
32.
the unreal on the real, like the false perception
of a snake in a rope which is not a snake.

—

Adhydropa A synonym of the word, Adhydsa, has been
by Sankara as
—"The
ipGf
apparent recognition of something previously observed in
some other thing.** As for instance, we find the appearance
[1

defined

ot silver in a mother-of-pearl or

water in a mirage.]

11

II

Reality* is Brahman* which is with33.
out* a second and is Existence^, Conscious-

vedantasara
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and

Bliss*.
Unreality'
other material objects*.

all

[1 Reality

—The

is

word means Atman or

Nescience*

Self

which does

not undergo any modification at any time.
2 Brahman It is synonymous with Self.

—

3 Without etc.

— “It

—Comp,

the scriptural passage,

one without a second*' (Chh. Up. 6. 2. 1).
The appearance of the many is due to the limitations of
time, space arid causality, just as the one sun reflected in
different sheets of water looks as many.
4 Existence That which is never limited by time and
“This universe, my
space. Comp.
child, was in the beginning as Existence*' (Chh. Up. 6. 2. 1).
^<4
inw “Brahman is Existenc e. K nowledge, and
Ii^nity *' (Taitt. Up. 2. 1).
Such a passage of the scripture as
“This universe was in the beginning as
non-existence'* (Taitt. Up. 2. 7) refers to the unmanifested
state of Brahman when name and form did not evolve.
is

—

^

—

—

—

5 Consciousness

—Comp.

IHW

“Brahman

is

Vijndna (Consciousness or Intelligence) and Bliss'* (Brih.
Up. 3. 9. 28). Unless the Self is ever conscious such
perception as “I am the knower'* can never arise. The
apparent consciousness of the phenomenal objects is, in
reality, the reflected consciousness of Brahman.
6 Bliss

—Comp.

TO—Brahman

beloved of all things because
sages who are disgusted with
7 Unreality

)

—It

It is

the

most

pleasures of the world.

all

means
which

(

is

sought after even by the

is

^an

indescribable

state

other than existence ayd

non-existence (
This unreality has Brahman for
)
substratum. Ignorance
not based upon
is
)
nothingness, for we could not then perceive phenomena
at all. Brahman alone is real, and ignorance as well as
the entire material phenomena of the world which are its
products are only superimpositions upon Brahman.
.

its

8 Nescience

—See

notes on the following text.
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objects—The objects, such as earth, water,
which are the products of ignorance are unreal on

9 Material
etc.,

account of their being illusory, objects of perception, and
endowed with parts, and further because they undergo

and depend upon something

modifications

else

for

their

existence.]

II

Vi

II

described as someintangible, which*
cannot be described either as being or nonbeing, which is made of three qualities* and is
Its existence is
antagonistic® to Knowledge.
established from such experiences as, “I am*^
ignorant,” and from such Sruti* passages as,

But‘ ignorance

34.

thing*

positive*

“ The

power

hidden in
[1

But

its

—^The

is

though

to God
qualit ies” (6vet.

belonging

own

text offers a special theory

Himself,

Up.

on the

i. 3).
subject.

—

2 Something This word has a special significance. It
not used to denote its indescribable nature, nor its
antagonism to Knowledge and Truth as these ideas have
been well expressed by separate phrases. Its special signi-

is

ficance
illusion

is

to

posit

ignorance as the

source

or

cause

^

.

—This

is a difficult word and requires some
This part of the definition is given in order
to refute the contention that ignorance is mere negation

3 Positive

explanation.

antagonistic to Knowledge. The
school says that absence of Knowledge is ignoronce
it

is

a negation.

negation.

He

Nyiya
and so

But the Vedantist says that it is not a
what is that Knowledge whose negation

asks,
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contended to be ignorance? We can understand Knowledge from three aspects. Firstly, Knowledge is used as
synonymous with “the Witness, the Perceiver,**
cannot be called
Its absence
(Svet. Up. 6.
11).
ignorance as it is eternal and therefore can never be
associated with a state of negation. Secondly, a particular
function of mind is termed knowledge, as in the passage,
understanding
one
m
understands the Rig-Veda** (Chh. Up. 7. 7. 1). But here
‘knowledge* is used only in an indirect sense. No mental
function can illumine an object unless it has the Self at
The eyes, ears, etc., seem to perform their funcits back.
tions consciously because they draw their consciousness
from the Self. Comp.
mnai
fllTPlat #1^
‘‘All this is guided by Consciousness
n fro inn*t ?rw
and is based on Consciousness; this universe has Consciousness for its guide, Consciousness is its base; Consciousness
is
Brahman** (Ait. Up. 5. 3). Hence under no circumstances can this Knowledge exist in a negative state.
Thirdly, ignorance cannot be said to consist of the negation
of knowledge, particular or general. Because when a man
makes a statement as, “I am ignorant, I do not know
anything,** even then he does not lose all sense of
perception. Though he may not perceive a particular object, yet he perceives another.
Again there cannot be any
negation of general knowledge as without it knowledge of
a particular object becomes impossible. Therefore it stands
to reason that Knowledge which is eternal, ever-existent
and positive can never be connected or associated with
negation. But when ignorance is said to be
(positive), it does not denote an absolute substance which
only Brahman is. Were it so, there would not be any
liberation. Therefore this term is used to differentiate it
from negation. Ignorance is different from reality and un reality, as neuter is different from male and female.
Really
tms ignorance can never be"' pf^erly ^^expTameS It has
found a place in the Vedanta philosophy in order to explain
the otherwise inexplicable production of the phenomenal
is

—

i

.
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It cannot be
It is absurd to seek for its proof.
proved by our reasoning because human reasoning can
(ignorance). To prove it by
never be free from
reasoning is like seeing darkness with the help ordarkness.
Nor can it be proved by Knowledge, as at the awakening of
Knowledge there cannot remain any trace of ignorance.
To prove ignorance by Knowledge is like seeing darknes s
biazing light. Comp, 'irfew
by

world.

T

—

ignorance
proof, or

it

The

g

characteristic

I

of

very unintelligibleness. It cannot bear any
be a real thing** (Brihad^ranyakavartika

its

is

**

~will

verse 181 ).

^

— “This

»r

II

^i«)

without .support and contradictory to
all reasoning.
It cannot bear any reasoning just as darkness cannot stand the sun.** Therefore like the fanciful
imagination of the sun by one who is blind by day, the
sages called ignorance indescribable, as it is neither real
nor unreal, nor real-unreal, neither with parts nor without
parts, and neither separable from Knowledge nor inseparable

from
4

at

illusion

is

It.

—

Which etc It is not existent because it disappears
awakening of Knowledge. It is not non-existent
.

the

barren woman otherwise there would
not be any dealing with the world.
5 Three qualities These are Sattva (serenity). Rajas

like the child of a

—

and Tamas (inertia). These qualities have been
thus mentioned in the following scriptural passages, though
the Sankhya philosophy ^ may justly claim to have fully
developed the theory of the three Gunas.
(activity)

“There is one unborn (feminine) being, red, white, and black,
producing manifold offspring of the same nature as itself**
(Svet. Up. 4. 5). This refers to
(Nature)
or
which is composed of the three qualities mentioned above.
These three qualities are found to exist in all the products

of Prakriti.

25

Comp.
Wt
“The red colour that we

notice in fire is its

—

?npr'll‘

own
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colour, the white colour in fire is the colour of water,

and the black colour
6

4.

Uike

1).

made

also

its

is

effects,

the colour of earth*’ (Chh. Up.
the cause, which is ignorance, is

of the three qualities, though in the latter case

they remain in an unmanifested state.
qualities are

essential

its

^JS'

attributes of
parts,

as

attributes.

6 Antagonistic etc

.

substance

—^This

Though

(ignorance),

inseparable

is

the three

yet they are

from

its

definition is given in order to

would never be any cessaphenomena, as the eternal ignorance manifested
in the form of sky etc., appears to Le real. Ignorance with
all its modifications vanishes away at the dawn of Knowledge.
refute the contention that there
tion

of

7 I
{

am

etc

.

—This

experience illustrates the positiveness

ignorance.
Hravmi )
8 Such Sruti etc.—Comp,

—“Knowledge

is enveloped by ignorance, hence the creadeluded” (Gita 5. 15)
“Veiled by this illusion owing to the association
of Gunas, I am not manifest to all” (Gita 7. 25).]

tures

are

—

^

II

II

This ignorance

is said to be one^ or
to the mode of observing it
•
either collectively’ or individually^.

35.

many* according

—

As in the Sruti passage,
[1 One
one unborn, etc.” (Svet. Up 4. 5).
2

Many— As

— ‘‘There

in the Sruti passage,

“Indra through Mdyd assumes various shapes”
6.

47.

18).

is

(Rig-Veda
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3 Collectively—Samashti means an aggregate which i&
considered as made up of parts which are substantially the
same as the whole.

—The

4 Individually

separate units which constitute the

aggregate.]

aw •fwic^«f srfwrrcwRRT

aftaaawRRf

(^:
II

aq: «i^)

II

As, for instance, trees considered as
36.
an aggregate are denoted as one, viz., the
forest, or water is collectively named as the
reservoir, so also ignorance, existing in Jivas^,
being diversely manifested*, is collectively

—

such scriptural
one unborn* etc.“

represented as one,
as
passages as, “There is
(Svet.
[1

Up.

in

4. 5).

Existing in Jivas

—^Though

Brahman

is

the substratum

of ignorance, yet the effect of the latter is seen only in

and

through the created beings. To illustrate
A snake has
poison in its fangs, but is.jnever affected by it. The effect
of tbe poison is seen only when the snake bites others.

j

;

—

2 Being diversely manifested This refers to the finite
Though absolutely speaking Brahman alone exists

beings.

must be admitted from
states of bondage and
liberation become meaningless. These two states are very
well known. Ordinary creatures are in bondage urhereas

yet the distinction of finite beings

the relative

standpoint,

otherwise

|
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Suka, V^niadeva, and others, are admitted to have attained
Again, the two states are not possible for one
and the same being simultaneously. This establishes the

liberation.

Besides, the scriptures mention
two processes of liberation immediate and gradual
which also become possible only when the distinction

diversity of finite beings.

the
(JIHFl)

From such a distinction of
naturally follows the distinction of
beings
otherwise liberation from ignorance of
ignorance
),
(
one man will imply the liberation of the rest. Further, it
will be impossible for one individual to attain liberation
through Knowledge on account of others remaining in a
state of ignorance. Therefore the diversity of ignorance
of finite beings is recognised.

finite

must be admitted. This is of course from the relative and
not from the absolute standpoint.
3 Unborn This refers to ignorance which is without

—

beginning.]

ii

ii

This aggregate (of ignorance) on
37.
account of its being associated with Perfection
(Pure Intelligence of Brahman) has a preponderance of pure Sattva}.
[The meaning is this
Ignorance, as we have seen
has collective as well as separate existence. The
:

before,

ignorance
with Brahman and the

collect ive ignorance is superior to the individual

because the former
latter with ]iva.
1

Pure

SLggregate

is

associated

Sattva—Iswara,
of

ignorance

•

Ue.,

has

Brahman
three

associated witfi the

qualities,

viz,,

Sattva,

Rajas and Tamas, whose effects are seen in the acts of
creation, preservation and destruction. The word Sattva is
used in the text not to denote any particular activity of
Iswara but to signify that the power of ignorance cannot
delude Him.]

'
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Consciousness’ associated^ with this®

38.

endowed with

is

^

HTq*«>Kui*ftww:

science*,
5

power®,

universal

and

etc.,

qualities as omnilordship®, all-controlling

such
is

designated as the un-

differentiated’, the inner guide, the cause® of

the world and Iswara on account of Its being
the illuminator* of the aggregate of ignorance.
As in the Sruti passage, “Who knows all
(generally),

who

(Mund. Up.

I.

[1

perceives

all

(particularly)”

I. 9).

—Pure Brahman.
—Brahman, as a matter

Consciousness

2 Associated

of fact,

associated with ignorance but It appears so

upon from the standpoint
imposed upon Brahman.
3 This

—

of the world.

is

never

when looked

Ignorance

is

super-

Aggregate of ignorance.
Omniscience As It is the witness of all the animate
and inanimate objects of the universe.
Universal lordship It is Iswara who gives rewards
and punishments to the finite beings according to the merits
of their work.
6 All-contr oiling power Because Iswara is the director
of the mental propensities of the finite beings.
7 Undifferentiated Beyond all means of knowledge.
8 Cause etc. Because Brahman is the substratum upon
which the empirical existence of the universe depends.
9 Illuminator Ig^norance in its collective form has been
said to be the associate of Iswara, whereas the finite beings
4

—

—

—

—

—

—
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are influenced by its individual aspect. This aggregate of
ignorance is said to be one and it is manifest only to Iswara,

who

is

never influenced by

ines ignorance

and

of the universe.

it.

Brahman

like the

product, which

is

Again, like the sun

It

its

sun illum-

seen in the form
is never affected

by ignorance.

The word *1 sward* popularly known as ‘God,* has a
meaning in the Advaita philosophy. The Vedantist

peculiar

does not believe Iswara to be the absolute existence. Because he is as unreaTas the phenomenal universe. Brahma n
Iswara. The differassociated with ignorance ifi_ known

ence between Iswara and the ordinary man is that the
former, though associated with M&yd, is not bound by its
Iswara is the highest
fetters, whereas the latter is its slave.
manifestation of Brahman in the phenomenal universig.]

11

II

This aggregate of ignorance asso39.
ciated with Iswara is known as the causal
body on account of its being the cause of all,
and as the Anandamayakosha (the blissful
sheath*) on accoiint of its being full of bliss
and covering like a sheath ; it is further known
as the Cosmic sleep* as into it everything? is
dissolved, and, for this reason, it is designated
as the state of dissolution of the gross and
subtle phenomena.
[This
of
text
describes
the
various
designations
ignorance as the preceding text narrated those of Iswara.

1
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—

^Ignorance covers Brahman, as it were,
skin covering the body. The bliss comes from

Blissful sheath

the

like

Brahman.
2 Cosmic sleep
less sleep of

—Corresponding

man.

In this state there

to the Sushupii or dreamPralaya or Cosmic dissolution is meant.

is

no manifestation of gross and subtle

objects.

3 Everything—Svich as Akdsha (ether) etc. At the time
of dissolution they are reabsorbed by the causal ignorance.]

iwT

sBpsaqfflin^

SIT

3^1

arsasifejl^

Nr* (

II

«0

II

As a forest, from^ the standpoint of
40.
the units that compose it, may be designated
as a number of trees, and as a reservoir from
the same point of view may be spoken of as
quantities of water, so also ignorance when
denoting separate units is spoken of as many
as in such* Sruti passages as, “Indra* through
Mdyd* appears as of many forms” (Rig-Veda,
6 47.
.

18).

—

^Relating to the diverse forms of ignorance
ri Frovi etc.
as manifested through various finite beings.

2 Such etc.—Comp, jj
Enchanter who rules
(Svet. Up. 3. 1).

great

3 Indra
4

—The

fWT
alone

Supreme Uord

Mdyd—Projecting power.]

by His own

"The
powers”
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41.

liU^I

Ignorance
individual

and

has

collective

been designated as
on account of its

pervading the units* and the aggregate®.
[1 UnitsSvLch as the trees that compose a forest.
Aggregate—Such as the forest.]
242.

flOtwqeq g qw T

11

\f<

II

The individual ignorance, on account
of its association with the inferior* being, is
characterised by impure® Sattva.
[1

Inferior—In

contradistinction

Iswara,

to

who has

superior
43. knowledge.

2 Impure

—The

quality

Sattva

of

is

eclipsed

by

the

Rajas and Tamas that preponderate in the fiva.]

IpgST?!

WWMW^W<«>^I<1^

||

II

Consciousness associated with this
has limited knowledge and is devoid of the
power of lordship; it is called Prdjna^ on
account of its being the illuminator of individual ignorance®.
*
[1

Prd/na—It

is

the

name

of the Jiva or individual *soul

^

while in a state
profound slj^p. The Mdndukya Upanishad describes the "tEree "states of the Jiva with the corresponding names, viz., the waking state, when it is named
Viswa; the dream state, when it is called Taijasa; and the
state of dreamless sleep,

when

it is

termed Pr&jna.

In the

last state the Jiva remains, temporarily, in a state of unity
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with Brahman, but covered with ignorance.

Beyond these

the transcendental state of Turiya, when the
Jiva, free from all ignorance, realises its eternal identity
three states

is

with Brahman.

—

2 Individual ignorance As opposed to
ignorance which is associated with Iswara.]

the

aggregate

It’ is called Prdjna as it is deficient
44illumination on account of its association
with a dull* limiting adjunct*.

in

—The Jiva.
—Because

[1 It

2 Dull
inferior

qualities

the Jiva has

of

para. 42.

Rajas

and

—'Upddhi*

3 Limiting

adjunct

a preponderance of the
Tamas. See note 2 on
is

a

difficult

word

to-

means

something adventitious apparently
influencing something else an apparent limitation, e.g.,

translate.

It

—

the redness of a crystal before a rose, or the blueness of
the sky.]

II

II

The individual ignorance, associated
45
with it*, is also* known as the causal body on
account of its being the cause of egoism* etc.,
and as the blissful sheath as it is full of bliss*
and covers like a sheath it is further known
as dreamless sleep as into it everything is
.

;
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dissolved and for this reason it is also designated as the state of dissolution of the gross*
and subtle phenomena.
[1

/f—The

Jiva,

—As

2 Also

3 Cause
retains the

in the case of Iswara.

egoism

of

—

^In

the

dreamless

Samskdra or impression

of

sleep,

the

Jiva

egoism (I-conscious-

ness).

—

4 Full of bliss Though in dreamless sleep the mind is
dissociated from the sense-organs and objects, yet it enjoys

great happiness.

—In

the waking state the Jiva is cognisant
In the dream state the gross objects
are dissolved into the subtle, and he is aware only of the
In dreamless sleep the gross as well as the subtle
sulxtlc.
objects are absorbed into the Ultimate Cause. Therefore
the state of dreamless sleep has l)een descrfbed as the
state of ultimate absorption or dissolution.]
5 Gross etc

.

of the gross objects.

ii

h\

ii

In the state of dreamless sleep’ bot^}
46.
Iswara and Prdjna, through a very subtle
function* of ignorance illumined by Consciousness, enjoy happiness, as in the Sruti*
passage
"Prdjna, the enjoyer of bliss, with
Consciousness* for its aid (is the third aspect)
(Mind. Up. 5) as also from such experience
:

’ ’

;

3
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of a man awaking from dreamless sleep as,
“I slept happily, I did not know anything®.”
[It

may

be contended that in the states of dissolution
sleep
the functions of the mind
Therefore no one can, in those states, enjoy

(;(^)and dreamless
cannot work.

The above text refutes this contention.
Dreamless sleep In the case of Iswara this refers to
the state of dissolution {Pralaya). From such Sruti passages
dreamless sleep), my
as
dear, he (Jiva) becomes one with Existence (Iswara)**
(Chh. Up. 6. 8. 1), we learn that in dreamless sleep the Jiva
becomes one with Iswara.
2 Subtle function etc. The great Vedantic Achdryas
say that in the state of dreamless sleep we actually experience something. This something is not the mere negation
of misery and knowledge, as one may suppose from the
statement which a man awakening from deep sleep often
makes,
slept h app ily, I did not know anything.** As a
matter of fact, one perceives the positive entities, the bliss
of the Atman and ignorance itself, in Sushupti, It may be
qi^stifoned how, without the help of the mind which ^^s
not function in deep sleep, the Atman, which by Itself is
functionless, can perceive these objects. The Achdryas
explain it by saying that in deep sleep ignorance is present

bliss.

—

1

—

and functions in a very subtle form, and this reflects the
Atman, which as Intelligence Absolute is also
the Eternal Witness. The memory of this experience
remains, and that is why we find a man remark after

bliss of the

deep sleep,

—

**

I slept hap pily, I did not

3 Srwtf— Comp.
“In dreamless sleep

know

when everything

is

anything.**

absorbed,

the

overpowered by ignorance attains the state of happiness** (Kaivalya Up. 13).

Jiva,

4 Consciousness etc.

—The

Jiva derives his perception in

only through Consciousness or Intelligence which
But for this Consciousness
is the essence of the Atman.
lying at his back the Jiva could not have any experience.
all states

VEDANTASARA
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indicates

ignorance

si^soq-

qr^:

II

\iS

II

This aggregate and individual ignor47.
ance are identical like a forest and the trees,
or a reservoir and the water.

gqMR:

(«W

swqn^ %
II

is

»gnqrny*

qq:

(

??qi^-

II

As the ether enclosed by the forest
48.
identical with the ether enclosed by the

trees, or as the ether reflected in the

water

is

the same as the ether reflected in the reservoir,
similarly Iswara and Prdjna associated with
these (aggregate and individual ignorance) are
identical.
There are such Sruti passages as,
“He is the Lord of all, (He* is omniscient, Hg
is the inner controller. He is the source of all.
He is the cause of the origin and destruction
of creatures)’’

(Hand. Up.

6).

[The identity here spoken of is as regards their essence as
Pure Consciousness or Spirit and not as subject to limiting
adjuncts.]
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Like the unlimited* ether which is
49.
the substratum^ of the ether enclosed by the
forest and the trees, or of the ether which is
reflected in the water and the reservoir, there
is an unlimited Consciousness which is the
substratum^ of the aggregate and the in^ividiial i^orance as well as of the Consciousness
(Iswara and Prajna) associated with them.
This is called the “Fourth”*. As in such®
Sruti passages as, “That which is (tranquil),
auspicious and without a second. That the
wise conceive of as the Fourth aspect.
(He is
the Self; He is to be known)” (MSnd. Up. 7).
[After

the Prdjna and Iswara limited
Upddhis (limitations) the text proceeds to

describing

their respective

explain

the transcendental state of the undifferentiated
Consciousness which ist' known as the **Fourth*\

—Not

Unlimited

1

tion)

associated with any

Upddhi

(limita-

.

2 Substratum

—Akdsha

is

the forest or the reservoir.

not really the substratum of
is
it
called so as they

But

cannot exist without Akdsha.
3 Substratum
ignorance.

—Consciousness

is

the

substratum

of

vedAntasAra
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Fourth

—Pure

Consciousness

37
the

called

is

“Fourth**

aspect in relation to the three- other aspects, viz., Viswa
(waking), Taijasa (dreaming) and Prdjna (dreamless).
5

Such etc.—Comp.
HlJra

fit?

I

II

“I

am

the Witness, the Pure Consciousness, the Fver
from what constitutes the enjoyer, enjoy-

lUessed, different

ment and the object
in the three states**

of

enjoyment which one experiences

(Kaivalya Up.

18).

As the Mahdkdsha (undifferentiated ether) is the substratum of the ether enclosed by the collective Upddhi
(limitation)

of the forest as well as of the ether enclosed

by the individual Upddhi of the trees and hence is known
as the Turiya (fourth), similarly the fourth aspect of Pure
transcendental,

Con.sciousness,

and undifferand individual
Prdjna ^dth which

all-pervading,

entiated, is the substratum of the collective

ignorance as well as

of

Iswara

and

these are associated.]

II

50.

II

This Pure Consciousness which

is

known

as the “Fourth,” when not discriminated, like^ a red-hot iron,ball, from ignor-

ance and the Consciousness with which it is
associated, becomes the direct® meaning of the
great Vedic dictum®, and when discriminated,
it gives us its implied* meaning.
[1

—

Like etc
There are two ways in which
its meaning.
(1) The direct way or

expresses

.

a

word
e.g.
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when the word
known as iron.
the

iron

—

word iron as

directly

(^:)
The

(2)

the

the

signifies

way

indirect

or

object

when

e.g.

‘The (red-hot) iron
scorches* implies fire which is connected with the iron.
Similarly, in the Vedic dictum, ‘Thou art That* the direct
(?nw) meaning of ‘Thou* is Consciousness associated with

—

in

individual ignorance,

sentence,

and the

Jiva,

i.e.

meaning of

direct

Consciousness associated with collective ignorance
i.e,
Iswara. But the implied meaning of both terms is
Pure Consciousness unassociated with ignorance. The point
will be dealt with later on.
‘That*

is

2 Direct

—Which

directly

is

from

derivable

the

sentence.

Vedic dictum

3 Great

—There

known

are four sentences

Mahdvdkyas which contain the essence of the wisdom
the Vedas. These are
**Thou art That**

as the

of

(Chh. Up.
(Brih.

6.

Up.

Brah)tii^n’*

8.

2.
t

7)

5.

—

;

19)

;

5.
4.

3)

10).

and

;

Implied

—As

‘^"''am

meaning
one from bondage.

Realisation of the

of these great utterances liberates
4

—

^

Up.
Up. 1.

(Aitar.

(Brih.

"

This Self is ^Sra^i^**
‘
‘Con sc iousness i

in the sentence

which

literally

“The cowherd-village is in the Ganges,*’
the word Ganges means by implication not the stream, but
the bank of the river. This meaning is derived from the
translated reads,

sense of the sentence.]

ti

'

It

This ignorance has two powers, viz.,
51.
the power of concealment* and the power of
projection*.
[This and the following paragraphs explain

Consciousness which

is

really

as the multiple universe.

how Pure
one and indivisible appears

VEDANTASARA
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Concealment

nature

of

—Because

Brahman

which

this
is

power

39
conceals

the

real

Kxistence-Knowledge-Bliss

Absolute.

—This

2 Projection

name and

power gives

rise

to

the

illusion

of

form.]

firswT -dipiiig ;

i

mn

^
(?Sam3q>qE ^o)

II

II

Just as a small patch of cloud, by
52.
obstructing the vision of the observer^, conceals, as it were*, the solar disc extending over
many miles, similarly ignorance®, though
limited by nature, yet obstructing the intellect* of the observer, conceals, as it were, the
Self which is unlimited, and not subject to
transmigration.
Such a power is this power
“As the
of concealment.
It is thus said
sun appears covered by a cloud and bedimmed
to a very ignorant person whose vision is
obscured by the cloud, so also That which to
the unenlightened appears to be in bondage is
:

—
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my

—the Atman—Eternal Knowl-

real nature

edge” (Hastamalaka

lo).

—The unenlightened observer.
—
fact, can never
neither gross nor subtle
3 Ignorance —Mdyd, which
[1

Observer

As

were The sun. as a matter of
be covered by a cloud.
2

it

is

on account of

being indescribable, is here said to be
limited. This comparison is made only in relation to the
Atman which it seems to envelop for the time being.
4 Intellect

intellect.

—

its

It

means Consciousness associated with the

Intellect being itself a product of ignorance can-

not be covered by it.
Even when a man thinks himself bound, he is in
reality the blissful Atman. He has only forgotten his real
nature and this is due to Mdyd. The aim of all Sddhand
(spiritual practice)

and Jivdtman.

is

to realise the identity pf

The concealing power

of

Paramdtman

Mdyd makes

a

man

forget his reaj nature like the small patch of cloud which

obscures the mighty sun from the vision of the observer.]

The Self covered by this (concealing
53.
pt)wer of ignorance) may become subject to
Samsdra (relative existence) characterised by
one’s feeling as agent*, the experiencing
subject, happy, miserable, etc., just as a rope
may become a snake due to the concealing
power of one’s own ignorance.
[1

Agent

etc

.

—Which

one really

is

not.]
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Just as ignorance regarding a rope,
inherent power, gives rise to the illusion of a snake etc. in the rope‘ covered by
it, so also ignorance*, by its own power creates
in the Self covered by it, such phenomena as
ether etc.
Such a power* is called the power
of projection.
“The power
It is thus said
of projection creates all from the subtle bodies
to the cosmos” (Vakyasudha 13).
54.

by

its

:

—

—

Consciousness inhering in the rope when
[1 Rope etc
covered by ignorance. Ignorance must have Consciousness
for its substratum. It cannot rest on ‘nothingness.* When
we mistake the rope for the snake, the process of illusion
is this
The all-prevading Consciousness, here limited by
the rope, is covered by ignorance and therefore w'e mistake
the rope for the snake.
2 Ignorance The original and primordial Mdyd.
3 Such a power The creative power of ignorance.
Ignorance endowed with these twin powers of concealment and projection is the cause which transforms, at it
were, the Pure Self, immutable, unattached and indivisible,
into the Jiva and the world. As ignorance regarding the
rope gives rise to the illusion of the snake, similarly
ignorance regarding the Self, by its power of projection,
brings before our mind the illusion of the phenomenal
.

:

—

—

universe.]

—
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Consciousness associated with ignor55.
ance, possessed of these two powers, when
considered from its own standpoint^ is the
efficient cause, and when considered from the
standpoint of its Upddhi or limitation* is the
material cause (of the universe).
[1

Own

standpoint

—When

mainly without
association of Upddhi.
2 Limitation

—When

we

the Consciousoverlooking the

look

at

altogether

ness-aspect

we

look

the

at

Upddhi-asptci

mainly without altogether overlooking the element of Pure
Consciousness.

The question

arises

whether Brahman

the efficient cause of the universe,

i.e.,

is

the material or

whether Brahman

has created the universe like the potter making his pot or
whether Brahman has transformed Himself into the universe
like the transformation of milk intq^curd. Now the prima
facie view is that Brahman is not the efficient cause, because
in that case He would be quite different from His creation
as the potter is from the pot he makes. But there is a Srutf
passage which contradicts this standpoint.
^

— “Having
Up.

2.

6).

This

projected

passage

it,

He

entered into it“ (Taitt.

declares

projecting the universe ehtered into

that
it.

Brahman after
Brahman

Further,

cannot be the material cause of the universe. In that case,
the cause and effect being the same, the universe would be
a conscious entity and therefore it would not be unreal.
These arguments of the opponent are thus refuted
Brahman associated with Mdyd, when looked upon from
the standpoint of His Consciousness-aspect, is the efficient
or instrumental cause, and when looked upon from His

vedantasara
Upddhi-SLSpect

is

the

material

cause

43
the

of

universe.

It

Inert iron filings, when placed
can be thus illustrated
near a magnet, show movement. Similarly ignorance
which is inert and lifeless shows activity owing to the
proximity of Brahman. Therefore Brahman is instrumental
:

to the activity

ance

is

the

and manifestation
material

direct

who

of

cause

Mdyd.
of

the

Agfain,

ignor-

universe,

and

the Lord of Mdyd, is indirectAs regards
ly said to be the material cause of the universe.
the contention that in case Brahman is the efficient cause
therefore Iswara also,

then

passage

the

quoted

becomes meaningless,

is

from the Taittiriya Upanishad

may

be said that the passage
as the material cause. Again, in explaining creation the Vedantin applies the Law of Vivarta whic h

refers to

it

Brahman

means the transformation

of the ca^se into effe ct without

own

character, hence, apparent trans-

the former losing

its

According to the Vedantin the world is the
i.e., the whole visible universe is a
mere illusion ^an unreal and illusory appearance ^while
Brahman is the only real entity. As tke snake is the
Vivarta of the rope, so is the world the Vivarta of Brahman.
The law of Vivarta is fundamentally different from the
law of evolution (Parindma), which admits real change in|
formation.

Vivarta of

Brahman

—

—

,

*

Therefore if Brahman is posited as the material
cause of the universe, it does not follow that the universe
is also a conscious entity like its cause.
Ignorance is unreal
rand therefore the phenomenal universe which is its effect
the cause.

'

is

'

also unreal.]

It

56.

Just as the spider,

from the standpoint of

whep^ considered

is the«
cause of the web, and when looked
upon from the standpoint of its body, is also
the material cause of the web.

efficient

its

owfi self,

vedAntasAra
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[The weaving of the web by the spider from
well-known phenomenon. The spider
is a

its

own

the
cause as without the life-principle inherent in the
spider, its material and inert body cannot weave the web.
Again the life-principle of the spider without its material
body is equally impotent to weave the web. Therefore the
saliva

is

efficient

is toth the efficient and the material cause of the web.
As the spider without the help of cotton and other materials
makes the warp and the woof and therefore ultimately
weaves the web, similarly the Supreme Deity also, one
without, a second before creation, through His own power
of Mdyd creates the entire universe from the gross objects
to the highest cosmic manifestation. Compare

spider

II

the spider *<:reates and withdraws

its thread, as the
herbs grow on earth, as hairs come out spontaneously from
a living person, so, in this w'orld, does everything come out
of the Imperishable One*' (Mund. Up. 1. 1. 7).]

‘*As

^
II

R\\[\

II

From consciousness^ associated with
57.
the projecting power of ignorance which has
a preponderance of the quality of darkness,
has evolved ether which*, in its turn, has produced

air,

from

air

has come

fire,

from

fire.
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As in such
water, and from water, earth.
Sruti passages, “From this Self has evolved
ether” (Taitt. Up.
[1

whole

2.

i.

i).

—The

Consciousness
universe has

purport of the Sruti is that the
evolved from Brahman. Comp,
(universe)

Himself”

(Rig-Veda

10.

90.

is

verily

the

Purusha

^

m

2).

—“From which these creatures
snaifn
are born, through which they, when born, live, and into
which they return and enter** (Taitt. Up. 3. 1).

^

ori gin

im:

of

everything originates ** (Gita 10. 8).
The Vedanta school of philosophy basing

all,
-

from

Me/

its arguments
on such scriptural passages as these refutes the S&nkhyas,
according to whom the universe has evolved from the inert
Pradhdna. Comp. Vedanta Sutras 1. 1. 5 and 2. 2. 1. It
also refutes the atomic theory of the Nydya school and

finally

establishes

that

Brahman

is

the ultimate jiause of

'

ev erythin g.

—

Ether evolves air. It means that air is
2 Which etc
produced from Brahman associated with ignorance which
had already been transformed into ether. In other words,
.

air etc.

are products of

li

Brahman

Itself.]

11

On account of the preponderance of
observed in them^, their cause also
must have an excess of the quality of darkness
(Tamos). At that time* the qualities of
Sattva, Rajas and Tamas are reproduced* in
ether etc., in accordance* with the law that the
58.
inertia

,
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qualities of the cause determine the qualities
of the effect.
[This text explains how the ignorance associated with
Consciousness which is the cause of ether etc., is considered
to have a preponderance of Tamas.

Them—^Ether

1

etc.

—At the time of creation.
3 Reproduced —The five elements though

2 At that time

containing the

and Rajas have a preponderance of Tamas.
In comparison with the other elements, Akdsha contains the
greatest amount of Sattva and the earth the greatest amount

particles of Sattva

of Tamas.

—

accordance etc. Indian philosophy says that the
turned into the effect. Therefore the qualities of
the cause produce the qualities of the effect.]
4 In

cause

is

These' are called subtle* matter,
59.
rudimentary* elements {Tdnmdtras) and un-

compounded (Apanchikrita) elements*.
These

[1

—Ether,

air, fire,

water,

and earth as originally

projected.

2 Subtle

When

first

—As

yet unable to participate in any action.
evolved these elements have no gross forms.

3 Rudimentary
state
utes.

—^The

elements

possess only their

(

Thus

the

rudimentary

in

own

ether

rudimentary

their

characteristic
(

)

is

attrib-

endowed

with the quality of sound only.
4

when

—

Uncompounded elements The rudimentary elements,
first evolved, are unmixed with one another.
The
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gross ether is a combination of the original subtle ether with
the other four subtle elements. in a fixed proportion. This
will be explained later on.]

II

n

From

these subtle elements are produced subtle bodies and gross elements.
60.

ii

\\

61.
The subtle bodies are what are known
as the lAnga Shariras having seventeen com-

ponent parts.

II

II

The component parts (of the Linga
62.
Sharira) are the five organs of perception, the
intellect, the mind, the five organs of action
and the five vital forces.
ifi

II

II

The five organs* of perception are the
63.
ears, the skin, the eyes, the tongue and* the
nose.

II

II
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64.

These* are produced separately® in
consecutive order from the Sattva particles of
ether etc.
[1

These

—The five organs of perception.
—The ears are produced from

2 Separately

the Sattva

from those of air, the eyes from
those of fire, the tongue from those of water, and the nose
from those of earth, as opposed to mind etc., which are
produced
from a combination of all the elements. See
65.
particles of ether, the skin

para. 70.]

Intellect (Btiddhi) is that modification of the internal instrument {Antahkarana')

which determines®.
66.

•

—

Antahkarana The inner organ, of which Chitta,
Buddhi, Manas and Ahamk&ra are the different aspects.
2 Determines the real nature of an object.]
[1

—

lisfi'

STW

llc*4«h

The mind (Manas)

||

is

||

that modifica-

which considers
the pros and cons of^a subject (Sankalpa and
tion of the internal instrument

Vikalpa^).

—

and Vikalpa These two terms can be
[1 Sankalpa
explained either in relation to thought or action. When a
person cannot determine whether a particular object is this
or that, or when he cannot determine whether he will perform a particular action or not, then the aspect of the
internal organ called

Manas

is

said to function.]
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The mind-stufE (Chittd) and egoism
67.
(A hamk&ra) are included in the intellect
(Buddhi) and the mind (Manas) respectively.

Memory (Chitta) is that modification
68.
inner
organ which remembers.
of the
69.
[This

included in Buddhi or the intellect.]

is

II

Egoism (Ahamkdra)
tion of the inner organ
by Self-consciousness.

which

is

is

II

that modificacharacterised

[The word Antahkarana-vriiti means a modification of
the inner organ. According to the Vedanta philosophy when
an organ perceives an object the mind transforms itself into
the object. When, for instance, the eye sees a pot the
mind projects itself through the eye and takes the form
of the pot. When the Antahkarana becomes absolutely sure
of the ex i stence of the pot then it is known as Buddhi , but

when

it cannot determine whether it is a ^ot or somethi ng
then it is called Mana s. Similarly when the Antahkarana remembers an object it is denoted as Chitta. I^astly
when it establishes the relationship of *1* or ‘mine* with tfie
object as, for example in, ‘I know the object,* ‘I am happy* or
‘mine is the happiness’, it is known as Ahatnkdra.']

else,

II

4

II
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70.

These*, be it noted, are produced from
the combination of the Sattva particles of
ether etc.
[1

These

—The

Manas

etc.

This text shows that these also are material objects.]

71.

N

II

On account of their being luminous*
they^ are said to be the products of the Sattva
particles.
[1

from

Luminous-^omp.
its purity, is

They—^'fhe
272.
Manas etc.]

*‘Q£

these

the

quality

of

luminous and healthy** (Gita

14.

five

Sattva,
6).

organs of perception as well as the

II

II

This

(Buddhi) together with
constitutes the
intelligent* sheath** (Vijndnamayakosha).

the

organs

[1 Intelligent

intellect

perception

of

—Buddhi

or intellect

is

called

Vijndnamaya

product of Sattva and has an excess
of luminosity owing to its association with the organs of
(intelligent) as it is the
,

perception.

2 Sheath

—Because

it

covers the Self like a sheath.]

VEDANTA^ARA
73.
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This Vijndnantayakosha^, on account

of its being conscious that it is an agent* and
enjoyer and that it is happy or miserable etc.,
is called the phenomenal® Jiva (the individual
self) subject to transmigration to this and the
other worlds.

—

[IVijndnamayakosha The Jiva or the embodied being
according to the Vedanta philosophy, Pure Consciousness limited by or reflected in this Kosha.

is,

2 Agent—Comp,
q^Vijndna (intelligence) performs
all works” (Taitt. Up. 2. 5).

^ —"The

^iftr
sacrifice.

It

also performs

—

3 Phenomenal As opposed to
or absolute reality.
From the absolute standpoint the Jiva is identical with
Brahman as set forth in the famous line

—^‘Brahman alone

^

and th^ world is an
but Brahman.” As such

is real

illusion.
The Jiva is nothing else
the Jiva cannot have any consciousness of agency, enjoyment, pain, etc.
impute this to it from the empirical

We

standpoint

the

of

world.

“He,

imitating

the

intellect,

wanders between the two worlds, as if thinking, as if
moving” (Brih. Up, 4. 3. 7). This identity with Brahman
is realised only in Samddhi,
For the characteristics of the Jiva according to Sankara
his commentary on Vedanta Sutras 2. 3. 10 20,
30—50 3. 2. 5—10.]

—

refer to
;

II

II

The mind with the organs of percep74.
tion constitutes the mental sheath (Manomayakosha).
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The organs of action are the organ
75.
of speech, the hands, the feet and the organs
of evacuation and generation.
cRirfir

n 9^

II

are

produced

<

76.

These*

order from
particles of ether etc.

consecutive

the

separately in
(Rajas)

active

They have been pro[1 These—The organs of action.
duced separately from the Rajas particles of ether, air, fire,
water and earth respectively.]

qiqq: arnnqRsqiqlqR^nmT:
77.

The

II

««

II

five vital forces are the

Prdna,

Apdna, Vydna, Satndna and Uddna.
STToft SITO

II

II

Prdna is that vital force which goes
78.
upward and has its seat at the tip of the nose*.
^

[1No 5^ —Really Prdna has
‘-'Trdna

But

its

presence

snqrsil

79.

is

is

its

seat in the heart.

in the heart** (Taitt. Brah.

Comp.

3. 10. 8. 5).

directly felt at the tip of the nose.]

W1 gT TWwqqirMI<J4lR4^IHq^
feI

Apdna

is

that

vital

II

force

««

II

which
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seat in the organs

of excretion.
[1

—

Downward Below

the navel.]

sJiRt srm

li

co

n

Vy&na is that vital force which moves
directions
and pervades the entire body.
in all
80.

li

Uddna

8 1.

is

II

the ascending vital force

which helps the passing out from the body and
has

its

seat in the throat^.

82.
Throat—Though at the time of death tjie subtle body
pass out through any part of the body, yet the throat
most often this exit.]
[1

may
is

83.

li

dR

II

Samdna is that vital force which
assimilates food and drink and has its seat in
the middle of the body.

**><u i t*ild

^

11

Assimilation means digestion of food
conversion into chyle, blood, and other
materials of the body.

and

its

VEDANTASARA
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[These
differently

vital

five

forces are

named on account

ernw.

really one,

but they are

of their different functions.]

II

II

Others^ say that there are five more
84.
known as Ndga, Ktirma, Krikala,
forces
vital

Devadatta and Dhananjaya.
[1

others

—The

followers of the

?ni !n»T

1

I

Sdnkhya philosophy.]

fi}
|

^SW3|?I;

1

qlwK?::

|K^^||

Of these Ndga is that which causes
85.
vomitting or eructation, Kurina opens^ the
eye-lids, Krikala creates hunger, Devadatta
86.
produces
yawning and Dhananjaya nourishes
the body.
[1

Opens

etc

.

—and

closes them.]

qsiltfa

II

ii%

II

Some* say that on account of their
being included* in Prdna etc., the vital forces
are really five in number.

—

[1 Some The school of Vedantins.
2 Included The Sruti also, contrary to the Sdnkhya
philosophy, declares that the vital forces are only five in
number, viz., Prdna, Apdna, etc. Comp. Brih. Up. 1. 5. 3.]

—
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II

These

87.
etc., are

55

five vital forces,

viz.,

Prdna

produced from the combination of the

active (Rajas) particles of ether etc.
[Prdna

are,

etc.

I

therefore, material objects.]

31^

IKdll

These five vital forces such as Prdna
together with the organs of action, constitute the vital sheath (Prdnamayakosha^)
Its
active nature* shows that it is the product of
the particles of Rajas.
88.

etc.,

[1

Prdnamayakosha

Prdnas or

—Prdnamaya

means

consisting of the

vital forces.

2 Active nature

—Such

as

movement, progression,

etc.]

SPSRrf^RR

*R^tR
TITH

*KV<iT^:
I

I

I

UTonR: f^K^rrofe—

^»I

I

*
II

II

Among these sheaths, the intelligent
89.
sheath (Vijndnaniayakosha) which is endowed
with the power of knowledge^ is the agent the
mental sheath (Manomayakosha) which is
;
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endowed with will-power* is the instrument;
and the vital sheath (Prdnamayakosha) which
This
is endowed with activity is the product.
division has been made according to their
respective functions*.
These three sheaths
together constitute the subtle body*.

—

Vijndna or intelligence has
[1 Power of knowledge
power on account of its proximity to the Atman.

WilUpow er-—Will

this

a function of the mind. Comp.
resolution, doubt, etc., all
these are modifications of the mind** (Brih. Up. 1. 5. 3).
3 Respective functions ^The agency of the intelligent
sheath has been established on the ground of its closeness
to the Atman. The Self (perceiver) in spite of the presence
2

is

‘I^esire,

—

and the object can perceive the object
only when the mind is attached to it. Therefore the mind
is the instrument.
The objects are always present before
the perceiver. But it is the mind alone which cognises them.
As people say, ‘*My mind was elsewhere, I did not see my
mind was elsewhere, I did not hear.** The vital sheath is
the product, as the following Sruti passage speaks of the
Prdna or the vital force as the product of speech and mind.
“They (speech and mind) became united and out of that
union Prdna was born*’ (Brih. Up. 1. 5. 12).
body This accompanies the Jiva during
4 Subtle
of the sense-organs

'*

;

—

transmigration.]

(I

ao

I

also the sum total of all the
90.
subtle bodies, when looked upon as one‘, like
a forest or a reservoir, is called Samashti or

Here
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aggregate, and when viewed as many, like the
trees or quantities of water, is called Vyashti
or individual.
[As in the case of ignorance, all the subtle bodies that
in the universe may be looked upon collectively or
individually, like a forest and the trees that form it, or like a
reservoir and the quantities of water that make it up. In
the former case it is an aggregate or totality, and in the
latter it denotes the different individuals. Consciousness
that identifies itself with this aggregate as an undivided
whole, is known as Hiranyagarhha, whereas the Consciousness that identifies itself with each of the subtle bodies is
are

called Taijasa.

—That

1 Looked upon as one
looked upon as one and as

ing Sruti passages
object a man’s

Up.

:

own mind

many

the subtle bodies may be
borne out by the follow-

is

^^

(

whatever
)

is

attached”

—“The mind

4. 4. 6).

(Brih.

is endless,

f
and the Viswadevas are endless” (Brih. Up. 3. 1. 9).
That the aggregate and the individuals are but different
modes of looking at the same principle is known from the
following Sruti passage

each individual,
3.

3.

and

is

:

Vdyu

is

the

aggregate”

(Brih.

Up.

2).]

Consciousness associated with this
called Sutrdtmd^, Hiranyagarhha
and Prdna^ etc.®, because it is immanent everywhere and because it identifies itself with the
five great uncompounded elements'* endowed
91.

totality

is
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with the powers of knowledge, will and activity.

—

[1 Sutrdtmd That Soul which pervades the universe as
a thread runs through a garland.
2 Prdna It is called Prdna on account of its possessing
the power of activity. As regards the conception of
Hiranyagarbha, compare the following Sruti passages

—

:

—“First

(Rig-Veda

121.

10.

there

came Hiranyagarbha*'
first

1).

produced Hiranyagarbha'*

(Svet.

Up.

8. 4).

—“Which that one deity? Prdna*' (Brih. Up.
8 Etc —Such epithets as Prajdpati and Brahmd
is

,

8. 9. 9).

are also-

included.
4

Uncotnpounded elements

—The

yet combined with one another.

The term

five great elements not
See note 4 on para. 59^

will be explained later on.]

This aggregate made up of the three
92.
sheaths such as Vijndnamayakosha etc. (which
forms the limiting adjunct) of Hiranyagarbha
is called the subtle body as it is finer than the
gross universe.
It. is also called the dream
state^, as it consists of the impressions of the
waking state; and for that very reason it is
known as the merging place* for the gross
universe.
[1

state,

Dream
which

State
is

—Because

it

corresponds to our dream

the state intermediate between the waking

VEDANTASARA
state

and the
dream

or the

state of dreamless sleep.

state is the.

the next** (Brih. Up.

4.

59
Comp. “The

third

meeting place of this world and

3. 9).

—

Merging place etc ^The gross physical phenomena seen
in the waking state are experienced in the dream state
as mere ideas. As the same thing also happens on a cosmic
scale, the gross universe is transformed on the plane of
Hiranyagarbha into a subtle universe. Hence this state is
designated as one in which the gross universe is merged,
just as it happens in dreams.]
2

.

n

II

Consciousness associated with each
93.
individual subtle body is known as Taijasa
(full of light) on account of its being associated
with the effulgent* inner organ {Antahkarana)
[1

Effulgent

—It

means

full of ideas as

opposed to gross

experiences.]

sqfe:

giraarasrw*!-

The

individual limiting adjunct’ of
of the three sheaths,
auch as V ijndnamayakosha etc., is called the
subtle body, as it is finer than the gross body.
It is also called the dream state, as it consists of
the impressions of the waking state, and for
94.

Taijasa too,

made up
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that very reason it is known as the
place for the gross body.

11

merging

11

The Sutrdtmd and Taijasa, at that
95.
time*, through (subtle) functionings of the
mind, experience the subtle objects®. Witness such® Sruti passages as, "Taijasa is the
enjoyer of subtle objects” (Mand. Up. 3).
[I

At that time

—During the dream state.
—The dream-objects have

merely an
appearance and have no reality. They are called
or illusory. A dream is not mere memory because it is
perceived directly. Nor is it sound sleep because we perceive in that state some objects. Again it is not a waking
experience, because there is no reality about the objects,
place or time seen in a dream. “There are no (real)
chariots in that state, no horses, no roads, but he himself
creates chariots, horses and roads” (Brih. Up. 4. 3. 10).
3 Such etc.—Comp,
JjftftwreTOK
‘‘Therefore, he {Taijasa) takes finer food, as it were, than
the corporeal Self (Vaiswdnara)** (Brih. Up. 4. 2. 3).j
2 Subtle

objects

—

swift

II

II

Here also the aggregate and individ96.
ual subtle bodies are identical, like a forest
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and its trees or like a lake and its waters, and
the Sutrdtm& and the Taijasa, which have
those bodies as their limiting adjuncts, are
also identical like the spaces enclosed by a
forest and its trees or like the skies reflected
in the lake and its waters.
•1^

97.

II

Thus do

II

the subtle bodies originate.

3
98.

But*

II

the

gross

II

elements

are

all

compounded.
[1

But

—^This

shows the difference in composition of the

gross elements from those of the subtle oneai]

^

wtg

sTTOftwnwisj yi nTi ggt^^^

II

II

The compounding takes place thus
99.
of the five elements; viz., ether etc., is
divided into two equal parts ; of the ten patts

:

Each

—

thus produced five ^being the first half of
each element are each sub-divided into four
equal parts. Then leaving one half of each
element, to the other half is added one of these
quarters from each of the other four elements.

—
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[At the time of creation the five elements remain in an

uncompounded 6tate. As such they cannot produce the
phenomenal objects of the universe. These subtle elements
are then said to remain in the Apanchikrita state.

After-

wards these elements combine with one another in a certain
ratio, viz.» half of itself plus one-eighth of each of the other
four.]

—
jjqit giT;

‘‘g[)5lT

’ua

I

^ ir?&

ii

^oo

“By
has been said
it
parts,
equal
into
two
element
dividing each
and sub-dividing the first half of each element
into four equal parts, and then adding to the
other half ©f each element one sub-division of
each of the remaining four, each element
becomes five in one.”
ICX5.

Thus

[The reference

of

is

:

to Panchadashi

1.

27.]

The authoritativeness of this method
loi.
compounding should not be questioned, for

the triple combination* described in the Sruti
indirectly* refers to this.
combination— The process of Trivritkarana
[1 Triple
mentioned in the Sruti “I^et me make each of these
three tripartite’* (Chh. Up. 6. 3. 3). According to this
passage the Lord first created fire, w'ater and earth and
is

—
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combined them according to the process of Trivritkarana.
This process

is

also similar to that of Panchikarana.

its

]^ach

water and earth contains half of
kind and one-fourth of each of the other two.]

of the gross elements

own

fire,

2 Indirectly—Though in the scriptural passage regarding
Trivritkarana there is no mention of ether and air, yet

Comp.
The creation of five
supported by the Sruti and Smriti. Ether

other passages speak of them.

—“Ether

came out

elements

is

and

of

the

Self.**

have been apparently left out in the Trivritkarana
process. This apparent contradiction has been reconciled in
the Vedanta Sutras. Vidvattamfich^rya, a great Vedantic
teacher, remarks that as ether is all-pervading and without
nothing can exist, and as force, symbolised by air,
it
is also at the root of all movement, and nothing can exist
apart from it, therefore ether and air are to be taken for
granted along with fire, water and earth, and the Sruti
speaks of Trivritkarana only as a more convenient mode of
expression. Therefore the Sruti passages about Trivritkarana indirectly refer to Panchikarana.]
air

n

102

.

H

Though

these five gross elements are
them contains the

alike in so far as each of

they are difFerently nanied
as ether etc. owing to the “preponderance* of
a particular element in them” (Brahma Sutras

five elements, yet

2. 4.
[1

22).
Preponderance

—Each

is

named

contains in the largest proportion.]

after the

element

it
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B^4f nn?qg1

qrpft

i

»

if^isqf SEIs^^q^-

W5m5«nsr
103.

n

ii

At that

time^ ether manifests* sound

fire sound
water sound, touch, form and
taste; and earth manifests sound, touch, form,

sound and touch

air mainfests

touch and form
taste

;

;

and smell.

—

[I At that time ^When they are compounded.
2 Manifests Sound, which lies in a potential state in
ether, manifests at the time of Panchikarana. Thus each
succeeding element has a special property of its own to
which are added those of the preceding elements.]

—

104.

From

these

compounded elements

have evolved the seven planes, existing one
above the other, vis., Bhur, Bhuvar, Svar,
Mahar, Jana, Tapas, and Satyam; and the
seven nether planes, one below the other, viz.,

A tala,

Vitala,

Sutala,

Rasdtala,

Taldtala,

Mahdtala, and Pdtdla; the world, the four
kinds of gross bodies contained in it together
with the food and drink appropriate to them.
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^^w^wTOw g
105.
«8n^
II

\ot^

II

The four kinds of gross bodies are
those that are born of the womb, the egg,
moisture and the soil.
3rng»ait

<3iidi(H

*ig^^0^ u

II

106.
refer to

Those that are born of the
men, beasts, etc,
3n?nfii

womb
\o^

11

11

108.
Those that come out of fhe egg are
107.
the birds, reptiles, etc.
girarf^

109.

the

lice,

n

11

Those that are born of moisture are
mosquitoes, etc.
srrarfH

11

^0^11

Those that spring from the soil
the trees, creepers, etc.

?RT

ciwiit5i

II

5

g gPigia[T
i

II

5ewfe^^^i?T«isgra[T

aj*e

sq (g<Pi
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no. Here also all the gross bodies, in
their fourfold variety, may be spoken of
collectively or individually according as they
are thought of as one like a forest or a lake,
or many, like the trees and the quantities of
water.
[The gross bodies,

also,

may be regarded as collective
way of looking at them. All

or individual according to the

may be looked upon
may be looked upon as

the gross bodies
forest, or they

as one whole, like a
separate entities like

the trees in a forest.]

o-sWWcfeii's^

II

II

III. tousciousness associated with this
aggregate of gross bodies is called Vaisw&nara
and Virdt on account of its identification* with
and from its manifestation in
all bodies,

ways

diverse
[1

respectively.

Identification—Thinking

universe together form

II

1 12.
is

its

that

all

the

bodies

in

the

body,]

II

This aggregate gross body of his'
(^nnawaya-

called the alimentarj' sheath

kosha) on account of

its

being

a modification
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and is said to be in the waking state
on account of its being the medium for the
of food“,

enjoy men t“ of gross objects.
His—Oi the Virdt.
Food—Katen and assimilated by

[1

2

the parents.

—

Enjoyment etc Through the senses.
The Pure Consciousness is called
Anandamaya,
VijnAnamaya, Manomaya, Prdnamaya and Annamaya when
3

.

associated with ignorance, discriminative faculty

mind {Manas),

(Pr&na)

force

vital

{Buddhi),

and the physical body

{Anna) respectively.]

II

II

Consciousness associated with the
1 13.
individual gross body^ is designated as Viswa
on account of its entering the gross body etc.
without giving up its identification with the
subtle b<xiy.
[1 Individual gross

— Any

body

one of the various individ-

ual gross bodies of the four kinds enumerated above.

The

Jiva or embodied soul has three kinds of limitations,

viz., that of

ignorance, the subtle body, and the gross and

the subtle body

—in

state respectively.

dreamless sleep, dream state and waking
soul identifying itself with

The embodied

each of tliese limitations
Viswa respectively.]

is

knovl’n as

It

1 14.
(of

Prdjna, Taijasa

H

This individual gross body

the Jiva)

is

also

called

and

of his

the alimentary
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sheath on account of its being a modification
of food, and is said to be in the waking state*.
[1

Waking

state

—Because

its

existence

is

perceived in

the waking state only.]

( ^TTHfo

n

U's

II

1 15.
Both Viswa and Vaiswdnara at that
time', perceive the gross objects, viz., sound,
touch, colour, taste, and smell, respectively
through the five sense-organs, such as the
ears etc., controlled respectively by (the

presiding deities, viz.) the Quarters® {Dik),

Air {Vdyu), Sun, Vt^runa and the two Aswins.
They also perform the functions of speech,
acceptance, walking, excretion and enjoyment, respectively through the five organs of
action, such as the tongue etc., controlled
respectively by Fire, Indra, Vishnu. Yama
Prajdpati.
They also experience uncertainty,
determination,
personality
and

and
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remembrance, respectively through the four
inner organs, viz., mind, intellect, egoism and
memory (Chitta) controlled respectively by
Vishnu.
the Moon, Brixhmd, Shiva and
“Whose
Witness such Sruti passages^ as
place is the waking state, who is conscious of
the external world” (Mand. Up. 3).
:

[The way in which Viswa and Vaiswdnara come into
touch with the universe, internal and external, during the
waking state is being indicated.
These are the presiding deities of the
2 Quarters etc
various external organs. They regulate the activities of
these organs.
3 Passages The remaining portion of the passage is
“and who enjoys the gross objects, is the first aspect (of the
.

—

—

Atman),’*]

•

srf?ftonFTO5ra
1

16.

Here

ti

Ui

II

also the individual

and

tive gross bodies are identical as before

collec-

like

the trees and the forest, or like* the quantities
of water and the lake; and so are Vis^va and
Vaiswdnara, which are re,spectively associated
with those bodies, identical, like the spaces
enclosed by the trees and the forest, or like
the reflections of the sky in the quantities of
water and the lake.
[1

2

Or

—The
—These

before

reference

like

two

is

similes,

to par. 96.

frequently

repeated

in
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to two distinct Vedantic theories on thc^
and Brahman the theory of reflection and
the theory of apparent limitation. The former theory holds
that the Jiva is sl reflecti o n of Brahma n, while according to
the latter theory the Jiva is separated from Brahman by
Upddh is o r limiting adjuncts superimposed by ignorance.]

the book,

refer

—

identity of Jiva

II

u®

II

Thus has the gross phenomenal
1 1 7.
universe evolved from the five compounded
elements.

3R5RR:
1 18.

II

II

The sum

total of the gross, subtle

and causal worlds makes a Vast Universe as

sum total of smaller forests makes a vast
forest, or a collection of smaller lakes makes

the

a vast expanse of water.
[Having explained before how the different aggregates
are formed from the individuals comprised in each, the text
now explains how a higher aggregate is formed out of those
very aggregates.

Just as different forests each containing

when taken together, constitute
a vast forest, or as a number of lakes of various dimensions
make a vast expanse of water, viz., the sea or the ocean,
so also the totality of gross, subtle and causal worlds makes
a Vast Universe.]
a particular species of trees,
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^iKUii
1

Consciousness associated with

19.

this*,

from Vaiswdnara to Iswara^ is also one and
the same, as the space enclosed by a number
of smaller forests is the same as that enclosed
by the big forest of which they form part, or
as the sky reflected in different smaller lakes
is the same as that reflected in the vast
expanse of water which they form.
[1

This

—This

2 VaiswAnara

garbha and
subtle

(

Vast Universe.

—

Vaiswdnara,

Hiranya-

Is7vara, associated respectively with

the gross,

mlswara

to

i.e.

and causal worlds.]

gio

fsr^*
120.

wi^iw

)

?%

•

(
11

\Ro

Consciousness

,

II

unassociated

with

any adjuncts (Upddhis) whatsoever, when jiot
discriminated, like the red-hot iron-ball, from
the Vast Universe and the Consciousness associated with it, becomes the direct import of the
great Vedic dictum, “All this is verily
Brahman” (Chh. Up. 3. 14. i), and when
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discriminated from them it
implied meaning of that text,

becomes

the

[See notes on par. 50.]

II

ViK

II

I2I.
Thus has been shown, in general,
the process of superimposition, which is the
attributing of unreality to the real.
[See par. 32 and note.]

122.

II

II

Now

will be considered,

in partic-

how* people variously superimpose on
the innermost Self such ideas as “I am this,”

ular,

“I

am

this,” etc.

How

—

etc
That is when one identifies oneself with
[1
such extraneous objects as son, property, etc., which are
123.
clearly
other than one’s own Self.
.

]

«3iT?*n

#

3?(:”

st

sft

3^

(Thus for example) an extremely
deluded man speaks of his son as his own Self,
on account of such Sruti passages as, “Verily

vedantasara
the Self

is

fact that
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born as the son,” owing also to the
one loves one’s son as one’s own

Self, and further because of the experience
that one feels oneself prosperous or ruined
according as one’s son fares well or ill.
[Three kinds of proofs are given above, viz., scriptural
evidence, inference and direct perception. The real significance, however, of the passage quoted here
is

is

that the son

very dear to oneself.]

One school of Chdrvdkas^, howevei,
124.
holds that this physical body is the Self, on
account of such Sruti passages as, “Man* is
constituted of the essence of food” (Taitt.
Up. 2. I. i), owing also to the fact that a man
rushes out from a burning house even leaving
behind his son, and further because of such
experience as, “I am stout,” “I am thin,”
etc.
•

[1

2

—They are thorough materialists.
etc —This passage, however, refers only

Man

.

physical bodj^ which
lates

and not

The author

is

conies

to

his

the product of the food he assimi-

real nature.

to his

describes the different views held regarding

the nature of the Self.

and

•

Chdrvakas

nearer

the

Each succeeding view is less crude
mark than the preceding one.

vedAntasAra
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Ultimately

all

the views are refuted and the real nature
Vedanta is established.]

of the Self as set forth in the

5
(

arnn: srarqf^

sTo 30

II

II

Another school of Chdrvdkas speaks
125.
of the sense-organs as the Self, on account of
such Sruti passages

as,

“The

sense-organs

went to their father, Prajdpati, and said,”
(Chh. Up. 5. I. 7), owing also to the
fact that the movement of the body ceases
when the organs cease to work, and further
because o£ such experiences as, “I am blind
of one eye,” “I am deaf,” etc.
[This school of Chdrvdkas refutes the contention of the
former school that the body is the Self by the argument
that the body is inert when the sense-organs cease to
function. The Sruti quoted in the preceding paragraph is
meant, according to this school, only to explain the Self
from the standpoint of gross matter, as otherwise other
scriptural texts would be contradicted. If the body were
the Self, then a youth should remember the activities of
his infancy, which he dqes not. Again the experience that
ore is stout etc., ari.ses out of a false identification of the
body with the Self. Therefore the real Self, this school

contends,

is

the sense-organs.]

smcjuwl*:

asn^m sir>nw:”

( a: 3:
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Still another school of Chdrvdkas
126.
holds that Prdna or vital force, is the Self, on
account of such Srviti passages as, “Different
from and inner than this (the physical body)
is the Self which consists of the vital force’*
(Taitt. Up. 2. 2. i), owing also to the fact
that with the cessation* of the working of the
vital force, the sense-organs cease to function
and because of such experience as, “I am
hungry,’’ “I am thirsty,’’ etc.
;

—

That is, at the time of death.
[1 With the cessation etc
This school refutes the former school on the ground that
the Sruti quoted in the preceding paragraph implies that the
Tf
vital force is the controlling agent of the seitse-organs.
the sense-organs were the real Self, then such Sruti passages
as, **They dissolve oji reaching the Self,** would be contradicted, The experience, such as, “I am deaf’* etc. arises
from falsely attributing deafness etc. to the Self. Thirst,
hunger, etc. are the creation of the vital force, as
man cannot live without food and drink. This is the contention of those who accept the vital force to be the Self.}
.
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^
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Yet another school of Chdrvdkas
127.
that mind (Manas) is the Self, on

holds

vedantasara
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account of such Sruti passages as, “Different
from and inner than this (which consists of
the vital force) is the Self which consists of
mind” (Taitt. Up. 2. 3. i), owing also to the
fact that the vital force etc. cease to
into deep sleep*,

work

when the mind goes

and

am

further because of such experience as, “I
considering the pros and cons,’’ etc.
[1

Deep sleep

—Dreamless

sleep.

This school refutes the former on the ground that the
function of the vital force is controlled by the mind. Besides,
why single out one out of five aspects of the vital force ?
The scriptural text referred to in the previous paragraph
means that the Self performs its activities with the help

power of the mind
dream etc., even
when the seLse-organs are withdrawn from their objects.
The mind, this school contends, with its characteristic power
of weighing over a subject, is the real Self.]
of the vital force.

a

man

Again by the

J.iere

gets certain experiences such as

^

sncin

II
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As against tins the Buddhists saj^
128.
the intellect is the Self, on account of
such Sruti passages as, “Different from and
inner than this is the Self which consists of
•Consciousness’’ (Taitt. Up. 2. 4. i), owing also
to the fact that the instrument becomes powertliut

less in the absence of the agent,

and from such

vedAntasara
experiences as,
enjoy er,” etc.
[The mind

77

“I am the agent,”

‘‘I

am

the

merely an instrument for experiencing
Therefore there must be an agent,
separate from the instrument and controlling it. The
intellect {Buddhi) according to the Buddhist, is the Self.
Again if the mind were the agent, requiring no other instruments for knowledge than the sense-organs, then there
would be a confusion of experience on account of the
simultaneous contact of the sense-organs with their objects.
This confusion is avoided if we accept an agent other than
the mind, which uses it as an instrument.
This is the doctrine of the Buddhist idealist, known as
the Yogdchdra, who accepts a stream of ideas {Vijndna) alone
is

pleasure and pain etc.

to be real

and

rejects everything else as non-existent.]

tl

(I

The Prabhakaras’ and the Tarkika.s
129.
on the other hand say that ignorance^ is the
Self on account of such Sruti passages as,
“Different from and inner than this is the
Self which consists of bliss’’ (Taitt. Up.
2. 5. i), and owing also to the fact that during
sound sleep the intellect etc. merge in ignorance, and further because of such experience
as, “I am ignorant,’’ “I am devoid of knowledge,”
[1

etc.

Prdbhdkaras

—The

philosopher PrabhUkara.

followers

of

the

Mimansaka

vedantasAra
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—

means something different from and opposed
“momentary consciousness** of the Buddhist.

2 Ignorance
to the

Prabhakara argues
etc.

merge

like this

in ignorance,

In deep sleep the intellect

:

i.e.,

in

something different from

consciousness. Again one arising from deep sleep recognises

himself to
is

the same person

t^e

no consciousness

ignorance

or

shown by

its

who was

As there

asleep.

deep sleep it follows that the Self is
something different from consciousness as
in

absence.]

^

^

«

It

The BhSttas' on the contrary say
130.
that consciousness’® associated with ignorance
is the Self, on account of such Sruti passages
as, “During dreamless sleep the Atman is undifferentiated consciousness’* and full of buss'*’’
(MSnd. Up. 5. 4), owing also to the fact® that
both consciousness and unconsciousness are
present in a state of dreamless sleep, and from
such experience® a§, “I do not know myself,’’
etc.

—

They are the followers
[1 Bhdttas
philosopher Kumarilla Bhatta,
2 Consciousness etc
with both
.

associated
material.

—The

of

the

Self according to

knowledge

and

MirnSnsaka

tliis

school

ignorance.

It

is

is

vedantasara
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—

3 Undifferentiated consciousness Though the forms are
there, they are not distinguished because of ignorance.
4 Full of bliss—and not bliss itself.

—

This school infers from the experience of J
5 Fact etc
dreamless sleep that the Self must contain elements of both*
consciousness and unconsciousness. Unless a man retains
consciousness in that state, he cannot say, on waking, that
he had slept well. In dreamless sleep the sense-organs
cease to function; therefore this knowledge cannot come
from the sense-organs. Again ignorance itself, being
material, does not possess any illumining property. Therefore the Self must possess consciousness as an inherent
quality, which accounts for the refreshed feeling a man
did not
has after a sound sleep. Again he alf»o says,
know anything then.** This experience shows that ignorance
.

is

another attribute of the Atman.

—

in the waking state a man say.s,
6 Such experience
“I do not know myself/' though he is aware of his owm
existence. Therefore the Self is, according lo this school,
consciousness associated with ignorance.]

II

II

Another school of Buddhists says
13 1.
that the Self is identical with the void, on
account of such Sruti passages as, “In fhe
beginning there was non-existence” (Chh. Up.
6. 2. i), owing also to the fact that there is
an absence of everything during dreamless
sleep, and further because of the experience,
regarding his non-existence, of a man who has
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when he says to himself,
“During the dreamless sleep I was non-

just awakened, as

existent.”
[This is the view of the Madhyamika school of Buddhism,
which, interpreting literally a saying of Buddha, maintains
that everything is void. According to this school the Self
is neither intelligent nor a substance.
The Sruti quoted
in the text simply means that the world of names and forms

was non-existent, that is, undifferentiated before creation,
and not as this school would like to interpret it.]
tCTsrt

II

II

Now it will be shown that all these
132.
items from the son to the void are not the Self.

II

m

II

Since in these citations of scriptural
133.
passages, arguments and personal experiences
made by the different
all three fallacious
classes of people enumerated above beginning
with the extremely deluded^, in support of
their respective views about the Self, the
subsequent view contradicts the previous one,
it becomes quite clear that all these items
from the son to the void are not the Self.

—

—

[1

Extremely deluded

—See

paragraph

123.]
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Moreover none of the items from

134.

the Self, because all those
of scriptural passages,
arguments and personal experiences in support of them are all nullified for the following
reasons
first because they contradict strong
scriptural passages^ which describe the Self as
not gross, without eyes, without the vital
force, without the mind, not an agent, but
Consciousness, Pure Intelligence and Existence; secondly because they are material and
are illumined by Pure Consciousness and as
such are unreal, like a pot etc. ; and lastly
because of the strong intuition of the man of

the son to the void
fallacious

:

is

citations

—

realisation that he is

Brahman.
•

Strong scriptural passages--That the Self is bom as the
son is contradicted by the Sruti,
“Some wise men desiring immortality
realised the innermost Self by restraining the senses"
(Katha. t)p. 4. 1). That the Self is the physical body is
contradicted by the Sruti
**It is neither
[1

—

—

gross nor fine, neither short nor long" (Brih. Up.

6

3.

8.

8).
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That

it

xiot

is

the sense-organs

is

declared by the Sruti

hands
nor

(Mund. Up.

feet**

mind

force or the

—"Without

is

1.

6).

1,

refuted

That the Self

by the

Sruti

is

the vital

Wq^i:

the vital force and without the mind, pure**
(Mund Up. 2. 1. 2). That the Self is not intellect is declared by the Sruti ^iyny4^affT fipwqt
Self is infinite,

and non-agent"

Up. 1. 9). That the Self
by if
"There is no one to know me. I am eternal Conscious(Kaiv. Up. 21). That the Self is consciousness
ness**
associated with ignorance is contradicted by such Srutis as
all-formed

(Svet.

^

consists of bliss is contradicted

—

Intelligence the Absolute
Good** (Kaiv. Up. 18). That the Atman is non-existence or
void is contradicted by such Srutis as
•^-"In the beginning,

(Chh. Up.

6.

2.

1)

my

dear, all this

was only Existence**
is

^

;

truth.

It

is

the

(Chh, Up. 6. 8. 7).
There are ^many other

Self**

scriptural passages to support
the view that the Self is not the son etc., but something
eternal, infinite and transcendental. Comp.

— "He

is

mro

in^

thy Self which

is

within

all**

(Brih.

Up.

3.

4.

1)

’StJW
’slif
^
ftf:
"They who know the Vital Force of vital forces, the Eye
of the eye, the Ear of the ear, the Mind of the mind**

—

(Bra. Up. 4

—"Whence
baffled**

4.

the

(Tait.

^

18);

senses

Up.

2.

together

with

4nn«» 4i*raT
the mind return

4).

should not however be thought that the scriptural
passages quoted by those who call the son etc. the Self, are
wh€»lly meaningless. As the Self is too subtle for ordinary
understanding, the passages in question gradually train the
mind to dwell on finer and finer aspects of the Self. This
One wishing to locate the
is called the Arundhati Nydya.
tiny star called Arundhati is first directed to look at bigger
and brighter stars. Gradually he comes to the right star
Similarly those scriptural passages gradually help one on
It

to the Reality.
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Again, the son etc. cannot be the Self, which

is

real

and eternal, because these are merely material objects like
a pot etc. They would not even be known but for the
Atman, the eternal subject, which cognises them and is their
substratum. This Atman is self-luminous. Comp.
“You cannot know That which makes
fSriRrrt
Knowledge itself possible*' (Brih. Up. 3. 4. 2)

—

^tate

mined"

the

individual

self-illu-

is

Up. 4. 3. 9).
Therefore the innermost Self is something different from
the body, the sense-organs, vital forces, mind, intellect and
Cosmic ignorance. It is the eternal Witness, Existence,
(Brih.

Knowledge and

Bliss Absolute.
Lastly sages by their actual realisation of the identity
of the Jiva and Brahman support this Vedantic view regard-

ing the nature of the
reasoning and intuition
nature of the Self.] •

Self.
all

Thus

scriptural

evidence,

bring out the transcendental

SRq^II

II

135. Therefore the innermost Consciousness which is by nature eternal, pure, intelligent, free and real, and which is the illuminer
of those unreal entities (such as the son etc.)
is the Self.
This is the experience of the
Vedantists.
II

II

The above is an account of super136.
imposition of unreality on the Real.
[The topic introduced in paragraph 122 regarding the
ended here.]

varieties of superimposition is
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As a snake falsely perceived* in a
137.
rope is vdtimately found out to be nothing but
the rope similarly the world of unreal things,
beginning with ignorance, superimposed upon
the Reality, is realised, at the end, to be
nothing but Brahman. This is known as
;

refutation (A^auddfl).
[1

Falsely

-av;.-

—'Vivaria*

perceived

means

an

apparent

modification or illusion which is caused by ignorance. As
a snake is the Vivaria of a rope, so is the world the Vivaria
of

Brahman,

c^id

the illusion

is

removed by Knowledge.

When the rope, through illusion, appears as a snake, it
does not actually change into the snake. Apavdda destroys
this illusion and brings out the truth. Similarly Brahman,
through illusion, appears as the phenomenal world. The
breaking up of this illusion ^which consists only of name
and form—and the consequent discovery of Brahman, which
is the underlying reality, is called Apavdda.]

—

if fir ii^Vll
138.

Thus

it

has been said

:

Ftfedra* is

the actual modification of a thing altering into
another substance; while Vivaria^ is only an
apparent modification.

vedAntasara
[1

—As when milk is
—As when a rope

Vikdra

2 Vivarta

is

85

turned into curd.
mistaken for a snake, or a

mother-of-pearl for silver.

According to the monistic school of Vedanta, the world
not an actual, but apparent modification of Brahman. It
has not actually changed into the world. For the Srutis
declare that Brahman is changeless and eternal. But the
school of qualified monism, of which R toftnuja is the^cjiief
exponent, holds the universe to be an actual modification
of Bral^an. The entire universe and all individual selves
are part and parcel of Brahman.]
is

SQira^
II

II

To illustrate : The four kinds^ of
139.
physical bodies which are the seats of enjoyment; the different kinds of food and drink
etc., which are the objects of enjoyment; the
fourteen planes* such as Bhur etc., which
contain them; and the universe (Brahmdnda)
which contains these planes all these are reduced to their cause, the five gross® elements.

—

[1

Four kinds etc.—See paragraphs 106—109.

2 Fourteen pianes--^e paragraph 104.
3 Gross-Ste paragraph 99 note.

This
into

is

how

Brahman.

the gross universe

We

is to

must reduce

be gradually resolved

the

effects

causes, in the reverse order to that of creation.]

into

their
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55?nf^
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140.
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These five gross elements, together
with the five objects^ such as sound etc., and
the subtle bodies all these are reduced to
^the uncompounded elements.
their cause

—

[1 Objects

elements.

—^The

—

characteristic properties of the five gross

See paragraph 103.]

141.

The five uncompounded elements,
together with the tendencies of Sattva}, Rajas
and Tamas, in the reverse® order to that of
creation, are reduced to their cause, namely
Consciousness associated with ignorance.
[1

Sattva etc

,

—Characterised

by knowledge,

activity

and

inertia respectively.

142.

2 Reverse order—For the process and order of creation
see paragraph 67.]

^

This ignorance and the Conscious*
ness associated with it, such as Iswara etc..
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are resolved into the transcendent* Brahman
unassociated with ignorance, which is the

substratum of them

all.

Transcendent cic.—Existence, Knowledge, Bliss Abeo-

[1

lute.]

n

n

By this process of superimposition
143.
refutation the precise significance of
“That*” and “thou” is clearly determined.

and

[1 That
dictum

—^These are the two words of the
—“Thou*art That'* (Chh. Up.

etc ,

6.

great Vedic
9.

3).]

gWT%—

il

To

144.

explain

:

n

Collective ignorance

and the rest*, Consciousness® associated with
it and endowed with omniscience etc.,® as also
the Pure Consciousness unassociated with any

—

attribute

^these three,

when appearing

as one*

and inseparable like a red-hot iron ball, becomes the primary* meaning of the word

“That.”

—The

[1 i4wd the rest

meant.

gross and subtle cosmic bodies are

vedantasara
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2 Consciousness
meant.

3 Etc.
4

—E.g.,

etc.

— Iswara, Hiranyagarbha and

Virdt are

rulership.

Appearing as one

—because

of our ignorance, though in

reality they are distinct.

—^The

meaning of a word may be threefold,
that is, the meaning directly conveyed
by the word; secondary or implied (^^), the meaning it
conveys by implication; and suggested (ssntf),
meaning
hinted at or suggested by the word through association.]
6 Primary

viz.,

primary

a?qp[-

wrfa

H

n

The unassociated Consciousness
the substratum of the limiting adjuncts and 'of Iswara which they limit, is the
implied meaning of “That.”
145.

which

is

[Brahman, which
ance and of Iswara,

is

the substratum of collective ignor-

is

the implied

meaning of “That.*']

11

Individual ignorance and the rest^,
146.
Consciousness* associated with it and endowed
with partial knowledge etc., as also the Pure
Consciousness unassociated with any attribute
^these three when appearing as one and in-

—

VEDANTASARA
separable like a red-hot iron ball, become the
primary meaning of the word “Thou.”

—^Meaning the individual subtle and gross
2 Consciousness etc —^That
PrAjna, Taijasa and Viswa.'\
And

the rest

bodies.

is

.

n

la®

ii

The unassociated transcendent Con147.
sciousness ^the inward Bliss ^which is the
substratum of the limiting adjuncts and of
the Jiva which they limit, is the implied
meaning of the wq^d “Thou.”

—

—

[Pure Consciousness which
ignorance and of the Jiva,
*‘Thou."]

is

the substratui^ of individual
the implied meaning of

is

H

H

Now is being described the meaning
148.
of the great Vedic dictum (Mahdvdkyam )
This dictum is a proposition conveying identity, by virtue of the three* relations of its
:

terms, viz.,
[1

—See

Three

“Thou

art

That.”

•

the following text.

One which merely
There are two kinds of sentences
shows the connection between its terms which denote distinct
things. The other is an identical proposition. The former
:
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is

illustrated in the sentence,

latter

in

sentence,

the

“This

sentence,

“Thou

‘‘Bring the Cow,**
is

art That,** is of the

that

and the
The

Devadatta.**

second type.]

smr

i&fa H

149.

ii

The

three relations are

:

Sdmdnd-

dhikaranya or the relation between two words
having the same substratum, Visheshanavisheshyabhdva or the relation between two
words qualifying each other (so as to signify
a common object)
and Lakshya-lakshanabhdva or the relation between two words and
an identical thing implied by them, here, the
Inner Self.
;

ffe n

n

—

Compare (The relations are :) The
150.
relation between two words having the same
substratum; that between two words qualifying each other (so as to signify a common object), and the relation between two words and
an identical thing implied by them (here the
Inner Self).
[Naishkarmya-Siddhi

3.

3.]
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15 1. Sdmdnddhikaranya is the relationship between two words having the same
locus
For instance, in the sentence, “This
is that Devadatta,” the word “That” signifying Devadatta associated with the past, and
the word “This” signifying Devadatta associated with the present, both refer to one and
the same person called Devadatta. Similarly
in the sentence, “Thou art That,” the word
“That” signifying Consciousness characterised by remoteness etc., and the word “Thou”
signifying Consciousness characterised by immediacy etc., both refer to one and the same
Consciousness, viz. Brahman.
:

—

g^«RPn

II

II
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The second relation, that of Vishe152.
shana-visheshyabhdva is this
^In the same
sentence (“This is that Devadatta”), the
meaning of the word “That” is Devadatta
existing in the past and the meaning of the
word “This” is Devadatta existing in the
present.
They are contrary ideas, but still
they qualify each other so as to signify a common object. Similarly in the sentence,
:

“Thou

—

of the word
Consciousness
characterised
is
by
remoteness etc., and the meaning of the word
“Thou” is Consciousness characterised by
immediacy etc. They are contrary ideas,
but still they qualify each bther so as to signify
a commop object.
art

That,” the meaning

“That”

i

qRwiilgi i 6rB^)awl4
153.

The

sg

^iafiiitipggiiqRw itsn -

^

i

n

third relation, that of

11

Lakshya-

lakshanabhdva is this
very
In
that
sentence (“This is that Devadatta”), the
words “This” and “That” or their meanings,
:

by the elimination

of contrary associations of
past and present time, stand in the relation
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of implier and implied with Devadatta who is
common to both. Similarly in this sentence
(“Thou art That”) also, the words “That”
and “Thou,” or their meanings, by the elimination of contrary associations of remoteness
and immediacy etc., stand in the relation of

implier and implied with Consciousness which
is

common
[There

to both.

kinds of implications (Lakshand)
the direct meaning of a sentence
is discarded in favour of an indirect meaning, it is a
case of JahaUakshand. As for instance,
(1)

are

three

Jahallakshand.

:

When

where the direct meaning, '*The village of the cowherds is in
the Ganges,*’ is discarded in favour of the indirect meaning,
“on the Ganges.” (2) Ajaflallakshand, When the direct meaning of a sentence is not wholly discarded but hints at the
real meaning, it is a case of A jahallakshand, Asitor instance,
wfir (literally, “The red colour is running”) means,
“The red horse is running.” We get the meaning of the
sentence by associating a red horse with the red colour.
When one part of the direct
(3) Jahadajahallakshand.
meaning of a sentence is given up and another part retained,
a case of Jahadajahallakshand. As for instance, in
is that Devadatta,” the associations regarding time
and place are eliminated, but the person called Devadatta
Similarly in the great vedic dictum, “Thou art
is accepted.
it

is

“This

That,” the contradictory factors of remoteness and immediacy, omniscience and partial knowledge, etc., associated
with “That” and “Thou” respectively, are given up and
Pure Consciousness, which is common to both, is accepted.
Therefore the real meaning of the sentence is derived by
applying this last form of Lakshand or implication.]

II

II
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154.

»

This

is also called

Bhdgalakshand.

tl

The literal meaning, in the manner
155.
of the sentence, “The blue lotus,” does not fit
in with the sentence, “Thou art That.”
[For explanation see the next paragraph.]
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In the phrase (“The blue lotus”),
156.
the meaning of the word “blue” is the blue
colour, and the meaning of the word “lotus” is
the flower called lotus. They respectively exclude other colours such as white etc., and
other objects such* as cloth etc. Thus these
two words mutually stand in the relation of
qualifier

means

and

their

And this relation
qualification^ or their
interpretation of the sentence,
qualified.

mutual

unity.
This
since it does not contradict any other®
of knowledge, is admissible.

means
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[The contention of the opponent that the meaning of
the words “That** and “Thou** in the sentence,
That,**

may

be

established

Samdnddhikarana
phrase,

“The blue

Bhdgalakshand,
1

Mutual

and

or

is

“Thou

relationship

the

Visheshana-visheshya,

as

taking

the

lotus*’,

now

by

without

in

help

art

of

the
of

refuted.

qualification

—^Though

etc.

words “blue**
from each other,

the

“lotus** are themselves distinguished

yet by their position in the phrase they qualify each other
so as to bring out a common idea. Not all lotuses, nor
all

blue things are meant, but that lotus which

that blue colour which

meant.

That

is

is

is

blue,

and

associated with a lotus are only

to say, they together

mean what we know

as the blue lotus.
2

Any

157.

other

But

etc.

—Such

in

as direct perception etc.]

this

sentence

(“Thou

art

That”), the meaning of the word “That” is
Consciousness associated with remoteness etc.,
and the meaning of the *word “Thou” is
Consciousness associated with immediacy etc.
If it is maintained that these two ideas, since
they eliminate their mutual distinction, stand
to each other in the relation of qualifier and
qualified, meaning their mutual qualification
or their unity, it involves a contradiction with

/

\
I
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direct perception and other means of knowledge, and therefore is inconsistent,
[The word “Thou** indicates Consciousness characterised
by immediacy etc. The word “That** indicates Consciousness characterised by remoteness etc. Therefore there cannot be any mutual relationship of qualifier and qualified
between them, as in the phrase, “The blue lotus,** because
they are contradictory ideas, and their co-existence in the
same individual is unthinkable.]

^

«rT

wi«PiTOf Sira

i

sra:”
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(

158.

is

II

II

“In
has been said
That"), the correct
neither the union of the two ideas

Therefore

this sentence

meaning

il

it

(“Thou

:

art

The real
their mutual qualification.
meaning of the sentence, according to scholars,
is,
an absolute homogeneous principle.*”
nor

(Panchadasi 7.75).
[1 Principle

—

viz.

Pure Consciousness.]

si(d«i4J<A(a«ii^«i^c.^uii(q

sirasTfPit
S|

^fSTS^
159.

II

Again

II

in

the sentence (“Thou art
is not also admissible

That”), Jahallakshand^

“The cowherd
Ganges.”

as in the sentence,
(literally in) the

village is

on

VEDiNTilSiRA
[1 JaHallak$Hand~-See note

on
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par. 153.

As the cowherd village cannot exist in the Ganges
we are forced to abandon the literal meaning and take
the phrase, “In the Ganges,** to mean, “On the Ganges.**
This is Jahallakshand. But no such construction is admissible in the sentence,

“Thou

art That.**

See the follow-

ing text.]

Rn<^ qi w T

iw5
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160.
In that sentence, as it is altogether
absurd to construe the words, “Ganges” and
“cowherd-village”,, literally, in the sense of
container and contained respectively, that
meaning of the sentence must b^ entirely
abandoned, and it should refer by implication
to the bank of the Ganges.
Hence in this case
the application of Jahallakshand is admissible.

But this sentence (“Thou aft
161.
That”) meaning the identity of Consciousness
characterised by immediacy or remoteness
involves

Therefore

in one part only.
not proper to abandon the

contradiction
it

is

other part as well and indicate something else

vedAntasAra
by implication (Lakshand). Hence in
case Jahallakshand is not admissible.

this

[The contradiction is involved in one part only, viz.,
immediacy or remoteness etc. But the other
part, viz., Pure Consciousness, is identical and does not
involve any contradiction. So it should not be abandoned.
Therefore it is not a case of Jahallakshand, where the direct
as regards

meaning

altogether given up.]

is

w
II

mi-

II

Nor can

be urged
Just as the
the sentence in question),
gives up its direct meaning and implies the
“bank”, so may the words “That” and
“Thou” (in the sentence, “Thou art That”)
give up their direct meaning and mean by implication the contents of “Thou” and “That”
respectively.
So why should it not be a
case of Jahallakshand ?
162.

word “Ganges”

it

:

(in

O
,

[This

sentence,

is

the

argument of the opponent

'*The cowherd village

Ganges,'* the word ''Ganges'* is
similarly, in the sentence, "Thou

may

give up

:

As

in

the

{meaning, on) the
taken to imply the bank,
is

in

art

That,**

the

word

meaning, namely. Divine
Consciousness and mean individual consciousness, which
is the direct meaning of "Thou,** or vice versa.
But this
contention cannot stand on the following ground.]
"That**

its

direct
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In that sentence the word “bank” is
163.
not mentioned, and therefore the meaning,
which is not explicit, can only be derived
through implication (Lakshand). But in the
other sentence (“Thou art That”), the words

“That” and “Thou”

are mentioned and their
meanings are explicit therefore it is not
proper to use Lakshand here in order to indicate through eith^ of them the sense of the
;

other (thou or That).
[In a sentence where the literal meaning of the words
meaning is obtained through Lakshand.
But in the sentence, “Thou art That,“ the two words
“That" and “Thou" are mentioned and mean Iswara and
Jiva respectively. Therefore, it is not proper to apply
is

contradictory, the

Lakshand

to either word, so as to

mean

the other.]

II

II

Nor is Ajahallakshand} applicable in
164.
this sentence as in the sentence, “The red
-colour* is
[1

2

running.”

AjahallakshandSee note on

Red

colour-'-i.e.,

par.

a red horse.]

163.
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165.

The

literal

n

n

meaning

of that sentence,

namely, the running of red colour, is absurd.
This absurdity can be removed without abandoning the meaning of the word “Red”, by
interpreting it to imply a horse of that colour.
Therefore in this case Ajahallakshand is
admissible.

g
ia f

w
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But here (in the sentence, “Thou
166.
art That”) the literal meaning, conveying an
identical Consciousness associated with remoteness, immediacy, etc., is self -contradictory.
If, without abandoning this meaning, any other
idea connected with it be implied, still the contradiction^ will not be reconciled.

in this case
[1

Ajahallakshand

Contradiction

elements will

still

etc .

—^Because

persist in it.]

is

Therefore

inadmissible,
those

contradictory
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Nor can it be urged
Either of the
167.
words “That” or “Thou” may exclude that
XMjrtion of its meaning which conflicts with the
other word and imply a combination of the
other portion with the meaning of the other
word (thou or That). Therefore no necessity
arises of admitting Bhdgalakshand.
:

[The opponent says
Why not construe the sentence
as follows ? I/et the word* '‘That** indicating Iswara give
up the conflicting portion of its meaning, viz,, omniscience
etc., retaining only the non-conflicting portion, viz,, Pure
Consciousness. It can then combine with the import of the
word “Thou,** which is individual consciousness with all
its limitations.
Or let the word “Thou** give up the conflicting portion of its meaning, viz., partial knowledge etc.,
and combine the non-conflicting portion, viz.. Pure Consciousness, with the import of the word “That,** i.e.
IsTvara. Therefore, there is no necessity of explaining the
sentence, “Thou art That,** through Bhdgalakshand. But
this contention is refuted by the following text.]
:

Wfim

II

II

168.
Because it is impossible to conceive
the same word as indicating a part of its own
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meaning as well as the meaning of another
word. Moreover when the meaning is directly
expressed by the other word, it does not require
the application of Lakskand to the first word to
indicate

it.

word “That** cannot simultaneously
Consciousness and individual consciousness.
Therefore Ajahallakshand is not admissible here. Again,
since the words “That** and “Thou** clearly express their
respective meanings it is absurd to try to get the meaning
of each from the other by resorting to Lakshand.]
[It is clear that the

mean Pure

^sfi
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Therefore, as the sentence, “This is
169.
that Devadatta,” or its meaning, on account of
th.e contradictions involved in one part of their
import, viz., Devadatta as existing in the past
and in the present, implies, by abandoning the
conflicting portion which has reference to time,
only the non-conflicting portion, viz., the man
Devadatta, similarly, the sentence, “Thou
art That,” or its meaning, on account of the

—

.
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contradictions involved in one part of their import, viz., Consciousness characterised by
remoteness and immediacy, implies, by abandoning the conflicting portion which has relation to remoteness, immediacy etc., only Absolute Pure Consciousness which is common to

both

“Thou” and “That.”
asrf^i

( f;

II

II

Now is being described the meaning
170.
of the sentence, “I am Brahman” (Brih. Up.
I. 4. 10), expressive of intuitive experience.
^

^

—

r-

«s

V

%__

When the teacher in this way clears^
1 71.
the meaning of the words “That” and “Thou”
by the refutation® of superimpositions, and
makes the qualified student grasp the import
of the sentence, “Thou art That,” which ‘is
Absolute Unity, there arises in his mind a
state of absolute Oneness in which he feels that
he is Brahman, by nature eternal, pure®, selfillumined, free^, real®, supremely blissful*,
infinite® apd one without a second.
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[1 Clears

etc.-^By the application of Bhdgalakshand as

described above.

2 Refutation

etc,

—See

paragraphs 32 and

3PMre~Not associated with ignorance
4 Free—From all limitations.

137.

etc.

—

6 Real ^Imperishable.
6 Supremely hlissful—ln fact, it is Bliss Absolute. The
bliss, enjoyed by all corporeal beings is a result of their
work, and therefore finite and transient.
7 Infinite ^Not limited by time, space, etc.]

—

53%

?R[-

That mental state, illumined' by the
Pure Consciousness, makes* the
Supreme Brahman, unknown but identical
172.

reflection of

with the individual self, its object and destroys
the ignorance pertaining® to Brahman. Then,
just as a cloth is burnt when the threads composing it are burnt, so all the effects of ignorance are destroyed, when their cause, viz.,
ignorance, is destroyed.
Hence the mental
state of absolute Oneness, which forms part of
those effects,

is

also destroyed.

[In perception according to the Vedanta philosophy, the

mind (Antahkarana) through a particular sense-organ is
projected upon an object and pervades it. It then takes
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the form of the object. This transformation is called Vritti
or mental state. As, for instance, the water of a lake issues
through a hole as a thin stream and enters a field. It
then takes the form of the field.

—

Illumined etc
As the mind is material, no modificait can destroy ignorance.
But this can be done when
is illumined by the reflection of Pure Consciousness.
2 Makes etc
Is turned towards, or concerns itself with,
1

,

tion of
it

.

—

Brahman.

—

Ignorance is not in Brahman, which
S Pertaining etc
pure and self-illumined, but in the ]iva. So long, however, as the latter does not realise his identity with Brahman,
ignorance is ^rather loosely—said to be in Brahman because
of its identity with the /iva.]
,

is

—

As the light of a lamp cannot illumine
173
the lustre of the sun but is overpowered by it,
so Consciousness reflected in that state of the
mind is hnable to illumine the Supreme
Brahman, self-effulgent and identical with the
individual self, and is overpowered by it. A’nd
on the destruction of this state of absolute
Oneness with which that Consciousness is
associated, there remains only the Supreme
Brahman, identical with the individual self,
just as the image of a face in a looking-glass
.
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I
/

is

resolved into the face itself

glass

is

when the looking-

removed.
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Such being the case, there is no
174.
contradiction between the following Sniti
passages “By the mind alone It is to be perceived” (Brih. Up. 4. 4. 19), and “That
:

which cannot be thought pf by the mind”
(Kena. Up. i. 5). We are to suppose that
the unknown Brahman is brought into contact
with only the mental state*, but not with the
underlying* Consciousness.
[1

Mental

state

—Which

simply

destroys

the

aspirant's

ignorance concerning Brahman, but does not help to reveal
It.

2 Underlying atc.—Brahman is self-luminous. It does
not require the help of another Consciousness to reveal
Itself.]

—
»niwnnwi4nnw
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—

“The
been said
authors of the scriptures have refuted the idea
that the individual Consciousness can manifest
But they admit that the
the Brahman.
Brahman associated with ignorance is brought
into contact with the mental states only for the
purpose of dispelling ignorance regarding It’'
175.

Thus

has

it

:

(Panchadasi, 6. 90).

(

)

H

n

“Brahman, being self-luminous, does
176.
not depend on the individual Consciousness for
Its illumination’’ fPaftchadasi, 6. 92).
n.i*h

177.

n

But there

is

a difference

when

u

the

mental state assumes the form of material
objects.
[See the next paragraph.]
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178.

Because,

in

n

ti

the case of the expe-

“This is a jar,’’ the mental state
assumes the form of the jar, makes the unknown jar its object, and dispels the ignorance
rience,
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it.
Then the Consciousness
regarding
underlying the mental state manifests the

material jar.

to:

f«pn
(

Thus

9

1%^ )

II

11

—

“Both the
has been said
intellect and the Consciousness underlying it
come into contact with the jar. The intellect
destroys the ignorance ('regarding the jar) and
the underlying .Consciousness manifests the
jar” (Panfchadasi, 7. 91).
179.

it

N \<C0

:

II

180. Just as the light of a lamp coming
into contact with a jar or cloth existing in
darkness, dispels the darkness which envelops
them and through its own lustre manifests
them as well.

II

II
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i8i.
Till such realisation of the Consciousness which is one’s own Self, it is necessary to
practise hearing, reflection, meditation, and
absorption {Samddhi). Therefore these are
also being explained.

Hearing is the ascertainment through
182.
the six characteristic signs that the entire
Vedanta philosophy establishes the one
Brahman without a second.
[Sravana does not Inean only hearing about the truth
from the teacher or the scriptures. To be really fruitful, it
must be followed up by the above ascertainmefnt. ]

qwi WMiPf

II

II

The characteristic signs are, the
183.
beginning and the conclusion, repetition, originality, result, eulogy and demonstration.

—

—

Thus it has been said
184.
“In ascertaining the meaning, the characteristic signs
:
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beginning and the conclusion, repetieulogy and demons-

are, the

tion, originality, result,

tration.”
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The beginning and the conclusion
185.
the presentation of the subject-matter of
a section at its beginning and end.
As, for
instance, in the sixth chapter of the Chhan-

mean

dogya-Upanishad, Brahmah, the One without
a second, „which is the subject-matter of the
chapter, is introduced at the beginning in the
words, “One only without a second” etc.
(6. 2. i), and again at the end in the words,
*Tn It, all that exists has its Self” etc.
(6. 8. 7).
srfa-

II

186.

Repetition

is

the frequent presenta-

tion of the subject-matter in the section.
As,
for instance, in the same section, Brahman,

the One without a second, is repeated nine
times in the sentence, “Thou art That.”
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Originality

means that the

subject-

matter of a section is not available through any
other source of knowledge. As, for instance,
in that very section. Brahman, the One without a second, is not knowable through any
other means except the Srutis.
is

—“I

ask you to teach me about that Being who
taught in the Upanishads alone*' (Brih. Up. 3. 9. 26). ]

[Comp.

m
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The result is the utility of the sub188.
ject-matter of a section e.g.. Self-knowledge
or its {fractice as mentioned at different
places.
As, for instance, dn the same section,
the words, “The man who has got a teacHer
knows the Brahman. He has to wait only
till he is delivered from the body; then he
becomes united with Brahman” (6. 14. 2).
Here the utility of the knowledge of Brahman,
the One without a second, is Its attainment^.
'

—
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[1 /t5 attainment—Comp. “One who knows that Supreme
Brahman verily becomes the Brahman’* (Hand. Up. 3. 2. 9)
“The knower of the Self goes beyond grief” (Chh. Up.
7.

1.

3).]
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Eulogy is the praising of the subject189.
matter of the section at different places. As,
for instance, in the same section the words,
“Have you ever asked for that instruction by
which one hears what has not been heard, one
thinks what has not be^n t|iought, one knows
what has not been known” (6. i. 3), have
been spoken in praise of Brahman, the One
without a second.
[Eulogy usually recommends an injunction by stating
the good arising from its observance or the evil
arising from its violation, and supplementing it by illustra-

either

tions.]
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Demonstration is the reasoning in
190.
support of the subject-matter of a section
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As, for instance,
in the section in question, the i^ords,
dear, as by one lump of clay all that is made
every modification being
of clay is known,
but an effort of speech, a name, and the clay,
the only reality about it” (6. i. 4), furnish
the argument that modifications are merely
an effort of speech, to establish Brahman, the
One without a second.”

adduced at different places.

“My

—

191.

Reflection

is .,the

constant* thinking

Brahman, the One without a second, already heard about from the teacher ,j by arguments agreeable to the purport of the Vedanta.
of

[1
is

Constant

—^The

desired result

is

not obtained

if

there

interruption.]

Ii

is a stream of ideas of the
as those of Brahman, the One with-^
out a second, to the exclusion of such foreign
ideas as those of the body* etc.

192.

Meditation

same kind

[1

—

Body etc Including the mind, which is material in
Such ideas are antagonistic to that of the absolute
.

nature.
spirit.]

8
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193.

Absorption (Samddhi) is of two kinds,
attended with self-consciousness and
that without it.
viz., that

[1

Absorption

—

It is

a deeper kind of concentration.]

Absorption
selfattended
with
194.
consciousness (Savikalpa Samddhi) is that in
which the mental stater, taking the form of
Brahman, the One without a second, rests on
It, but without the merging of the distinction
of knower, knowledge and the object of knowledge,
[This

8^5

is

also called Samprajndta Samddhi.

II

II

In that state the knowledge of the
195.
Absolute manifesto itself in spite of the consciousness of the relative, as when we know a
clay elephant etc., the knowledge of the clay
is

also present.

[In this state both the phenomenon and the noumenon
substratum) are present before the mind. The Reality
peeps through the vesture of name and form.]
(or
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Thus

II

Ii

—“I am that

it has been said
Intelligence* absolute, formless
Supreme, eternally luminous,

196.

;

Brahman, the

like ether.
birthless, the One® without a second, immutable, unattached, all-pervading, ever-free”

(Upadesha-sahasri^ 73. lo.

—
—Devoid of

[1 Intelligence

2

One

etc

.

W5in.il

etc.

^I'he

eternal

all

i).
witness.

differences

whatsoever.]

H

Absorption without self-conscious{Nirytkalpa' Samddhi)
is
the total
mergence in Brahman, the One without a
second, of the mental state which has assunjed
Its form, the distinction of knower, knowledge
and the object of knowledge being in this case
197.

ness

obliterated.
[This is also called Asamprajndta Samddhi.
kind of absorption deepens into this.]

The former
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Then, just as when salt has been
198.
dissolved in water it is no longer perceived
separately, and the water alone remains,
similarly the mental state that has assumed
the form of Brahman, the One without a
second, is no longer perceived, and only the
Self remains.
fiTOiFi
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Therefore there is no apprehension
199.
of its being identical with the state of deep
sleep.
For, though the mental state appears
in neither, yet the difference between them lies
in this that it exists^ in the Nirvikalpa
Samddhi, but in deep sleep it doeS® not.
f

[1

Exists

SatnAdhi,

—^The

exists

mental

though not perceived in
haying taken the form of

state,

nevertheless,

Brahman.

—In

2 Does not

absent, having

remains.]

deep sleep the mental state is totally
in its cause, ignorance, which alone

merged
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The steps to the attainment of this*
are general discipline, particular discipline,
posture, control of the vital force, self-withdrawal, concentration, meditation, and absorption (with self-consciousness).
This
[1201.

—Nirvikalpa

Samddhi.]

.

11^0

General discipline {Yama) consists
of non-injury*, truthfulness*, non-stealing,
continence*, and non-acceptance* of*gifts.
[1

Non-injury

—Not

harming others by thought, word or

deed.

2 Truthfulness

—Maintaining

identity

between

thought,

word and deed.
3 Continence
thought.

— Abstinence

4 Non-acceptance

way

from

etc.-jof things

sex

relation

likely to

even

in

stand in the

of meditation.]

li

II

202

Particular discipline (Niyama) con-

sists of cleanliness*, contentment^, austerity,

study* of the scriptures and meditation on

God.
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[1 Cleanliness

—^That

is,

cleanliness of

body and purity

of mind.

2 Contentment
S Study etc

.

—

—Being

It also

satisfied

with what comes of

itself.

includes the repetition of the sacred

symbol “Om.**]

II

II

Posture (Asana) means the placing
203.
of the hands, feet, etc., in particular positions,
such as Padm&sana, Svastikdsana, etc.

miu

II

stoa

II

Control of the vital force {Prdndrefers to exhalation^, inhalation and
retention of breath, which are means to the
control of the vital force.
204.

ydma)

—

^These should be methodically done to
[1 Exhalation etc
»
produce the desired result.]
.

<

ffepjTJTf

205.

MPITtK:

Self-withdrawal (Pratydhdra)

|Ro«^||

is

the

withdrawing of the sense-organs from their
respective objects.
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206.

Concentration (Dhdrand) means the
Brahman, the One with-

fixing of the mind on
out a second.

Meditation (Dhydna) is the interresting of the mental state on
Brahman, the One without a second.
207.
mittent^

[1 Intermittent

—Because

of

deficiency

in

concentration.

This shows the difference between Dhydna and Samddhi,]

#

Absorption (Samddhi) is what has
208.
already been described as attended with selfconsciousness (Savikalpa )
209.
[See paragraphs 194 and 195.]

The Nirvikalpa Samddhi,

of

which

these are the steps, has four obstacles, viz.,
torpidity, distraction, attachment and enjoy-

ment.
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Torpidity (Laya) is the lapse of the
210.
mental state into sleep because of the failure
to rest on the Absolute.
[It is the result of laziness or fatigue.]

il

11

Distraction (Vikshepa) is the resting
21 1.
of the mental state on things other than the
Absolute, because of the failure to rest on It.

c

Attachment {Kashdya) is the failure
212.
of the mental state to rest on the Absolute,
owing to the numbness brought on by impressions* due to attachment even when there is
no torpidity or distraction.
[1

Impressions etc

,

—The

experienced.]

SFTWl^ 9T

lurking desire for pleasures once
^

II

II

Enjoyment (Rasdsvdda) is the tast213.
ing by the mental state of the bliss* of Savi-
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kalpa Samddhi owing to the failure to rest on
the Absolute. Or it may mean continuing*
to taste the bliss of Savikalpa Samddhi while
taking up the Nirvikalpa Samddhi.
[1 Bliss etc ,

—Which

is

lower than that obtained through

—^Not

having the strength to give up,

the Nirvikalpa Samddhi,

2 Continuing etc
as

it

.

should.]

When the mind, free from these
214.
four obstacles, rests unmoved, like the flame
of a lamp sheltered from the wind, as one
with Absolute Consciousness, it is called the
Nirvikalpa Samddhi.

—
mm
“«wi

^

II”

I*

( *f^4im^*hl(<*W

^

(

)

9

^hmr
)

II

II
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Thus it has been said: “When
215.
the mind is torpid, rouse it; when it is distracted, bring* it back to calmness; when it
becomes attached, be® aware of it when it is
controlled, do not distract it any more.
Do
not linger on 'the bliss that comes from the
Savikalpa Samddhi,
but
be unattached
through discrimination” (Gaudapida KarikS
“
As a lamp sheltered from th e
3.44-45.).
wind does not flicker, so is a Vogi’s controlled
;

'

mind”

(Gita 6.19).

Bring

[1

2 Be etc.

—^By perseverance and
—And of evil results.]
etc.

renunciation.

its

t

sw

II

II

r

216.

Now are being described the characman who is liberated in this very

teristics of a
life.

[The blessed soul whose ignorance has been destroyed
by the realisation of Brahman in the Nirvikalpa Samddhi
becomes liberated at once from the body if there is no
strong

momentum

of past actions^ {Prdrabdha

Karma)

left.

can only be worked out. Such a man is
Though
called a Jivanmukta or dxie liberated while living
as'sociated with the body, he is ever untouched by ignorance
or its effects
His ultimate liberation {Videha or Kaivalya
Mukti) comes with the destruction of the body.]
But

if

there

is,

it

.

.

«n>i
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II

man

liberated-in-life

(Jivan-

one who by the knowledge of the
Absolute Brahman, his own Self, has dispelled the ignorance regarding It and has
realised It, and who, owing to the destruction
of ignorance and its effects such as accumu-

mukta)

is

past actions, doubts®, errors*, etc., is
free from all bondage and is established in

lated*

Brahman.

—

^There are three kinds of actions
[1 Accumulated etc.
Sanchita or accumulated and stored up; (ii) Agdmi or yet
to come; {Hi) Prdrabdha or already bearing fruit. This last
is that part of the accumulated actions which has brought
about the present life and will influence it until its close.
The knowledge of Brahman destroys all accumulated actions
and makes the current work abortive. But the Prdrabdha
Karma must run out its course, though the balanced mind
of a liberated man is not affected by it.
:

<i)

—Whether

2 Doubts
or identical
3 Errors

Among
an

^’ith
etc.

the individual soul

is

separate from

Brahman.

—Identification

^f the

the effects of ignorance

is

body with the

Self.

the idea of reality which

ignorant person has about the relative phenomena.]

(

505:

^

)

II

II
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218. Witness such Sruti passages as
knot* of his heart is broken asunder,
all his doubts are solved, and his past actions
are neutralised when He who is high and low
(cause and effect) has been realised” (Mund.
:

“The

Up.
[1

2. 2. 8).

Knot

etc,

—Egoism,

which binds, as

it

were,

Pure

Intelligence to the body.]

»RT

nhufiui

^

mpnrfq

si

qipift

i

qnml«f

qipT^

U

II

Such a liberated man, while he is
219.
not in Samadhi, sees actions not opposed to
knowledge taking place under the momentum
of past impressions
actions that have already
begun to bear fruit, which he experiences*
thi:ough the physical body composed of flesh,
blood, and other things; through the senseorgans affected by blindness, weakness, incapacity, etc., and through his mind subject
to hunger, thirst, grief, delusion, etc.
^yet he
does not consider them as real, for he has
already known their nothingness. As a man

—

—
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who

is conscious that a magical performance
being given, even though he sees it, does
not consider it as real.

is

[1

with

—

Experiences as a witness, without identifying himself
like ordinary people.]

it

H

II

Witness such Sruti passages as
has eyes, he is as one without
though possessed of ears, he is as one

220.

:

“Though he

eyes
without ears,”
;

etc.

*

si

5*f

^

I

WT *9

PiBw>qia

^

m

#bsr: ir
H

(

II

—

further been said
“He
who does not‘ see anjrtbing in the waking
state as in sound sleep; who though seeing
duality does not really see it as he sees only
the Absolute; who though engaged in work®
is really inactive®
he, and none other is the
knower of the Self. This is the truth”
(Upadesha-sShasri, 5).
.

221.

It

has

:

;
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—

Even while awake, he does not see any[1 Does not etc
thing apart from Brahman.
.

2

Work

—Which meant
—Because he

for the

is

3 Inactive

is

free

good of the world.

from the idea of agency

etc.]

m

II

II

In the case of such a liberated soul,
222.
only good* desires persist, as do his habits of
eating, moving, etc., which existed before
Or he may become
the dawn of knowledge.
indifferent* to all good or evil.
t
[1

Good

—Because
—

etc

.

evil

desires

have

already

been

destroyed by his religious practices.
2 Indifferent This is added to shpw' the difference
between the liberated soul and the aspirant for liberation.
The liberated soul is not a slave to scriptural injunctions,

nor does he wantonly violate them.

(

TOT 5551
(

He

is

beyond

»i^
Tutroii^ si %TO”
U'n

)

^

all

)

II

laws.J

It

It
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—

Thus it has been said
“If a mau
who has known the truth of Oneness acts
223.

:

according to his whims, then where

is

the

difference between a knower of Truth and a
dog as regards eating impure stuff?”

(Naishkarmya-siddhi, 4, 62).
Further, “One who has given up the
conceit that he has realised Brahman is alone
the knower of the Self and none else”
(Upadesha-sahasri, 115).
[Men

of realisation are not whimsical, but spontaneously

is good.
As Sri Ramakrishna said, *‘An expert
dancer never makes a false step.^*]

do only what

II

II

After realisation, humility and other
224.
attributes which are steps to the attainment
of knowledge, as also such virtues as noninjury etc., persist like so many ornaments.
[These precious qualities attend
matter of course.]

men

of realisation as

»

^

53
5T

(

g

15

n”
\i\%i. ) ifir

II

II

a
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225.

Thus

it

has

been said

:

—“Such

come spontanehas got Self-knowledge.
They have not to be sought after” (Naishkarmya-siddhi, 4. 69).
qualities as non-violence etc.

ously to a

sn5t

man who

^
II

Rayi» i4<j<a>Ki m

m

(i|

II

In short, such a man’s soul remains
226.
as the illuminer‘ of the mental states and
the Consciousness reflected in them, experiencing*, solely for the maintenance* of
his body*, happiness and misery, the results
of past actions that have already begun to bear
fruit (Prdrabdha) and have been either brought

on by his own will or by that of another or
against his will. After the exhaustion* of
the Prdrabdha work his vital force is absorbed
in, the Supreme Brahman, the Inward Bliss,
and ignorance* with its effects* and their imThen he is
pressions is also destroyed.
identified with the Absolute Brahman, the
Supreme Isolation*, the embodiment of Bliss,
in which there is not even the appearance of
duality.
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—^The Witness of everything.
—Without attachment.
3 Maintenance —Not for sense-gratification.
4 Exhaustion —^Through enjoyment and suffering.
that makes possible
trace of
5 Ignorance—^The

[1

Illuminer

2 Experiencing

little

it

the working out of the PrArabdha work.
6 Effects The sense-objects etc.

—

7

Supreme

Isolation

—The

One without

a second.]

snon
“srSa

(

f: a:

^RiU

( to: a:

227.

)
||

||

Compare such Sruti passages

as

:

not depart else“His sense-organs
where (for transmigration)” (Brih. Up. 4. 4.
6); “They are absorbed in him” (Brih. Up.
3. 2. ii); “Already a liberated soul, he is
freed (from further rebirths)” (Katha Up.

do

5.

i), etc.

[The essence of Vedanta is this
The Jiva or embodied
is none other than Brahman and as such is always free,
eternal, immutable, the lixistence-Knowledge-Bliss Absolute.
Because the Jiva does not know his own nature, he thinks
himself bounds This ignorance vanishes with the dawn of
Knowledge. When this happens he re-discovers his own Self.
As a matter of fact, such terms as bondage and liberation
cannot be used regarding one who is always free. Tiie
scriptures use the term ‘‘liberation*' in relation to bondage
which exists only in imagination. Compare “This is the
Supreme Truth
(As regards the Jiva) there is neither
destruction nor origin, neither bondage, nor aspirant (after
breaking it), neither anyone hankering after liberation nor
a liberated soul" (Gaudapfida M^nd. Up. Karikh 2. 32).]
:

soul

—

:

—
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